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Abstract
Several Japanese multinational corporations (MNCs) have recently adopted an English-only
policy known as “Englishnization”. This study examines the impact of this policy using
computer-assisted text analysis to investigate changes in cultural expatriates’ perceptions of
Japanese work practices and values over time. Cultural expatriates are a significant but
underexplored outcome of globalization. Despite the recent proliferation of studies on the
internationalization of Japanese MNCs, few studies have focused on cultural expatriates'
perceptions of corporate language policy in social media texts. This study analyzes a corpus of
208 posts from Rakuten, a Japanese MNC, on Glassdoor from 2009 to 2020. The findings suggest
that these posts can be divided into three content groups: the threat of a foreign corporate
culture, embracing the Rakuten way, and perceptions of leadership and marginalized status.
Further, the posts reveal how Rakuten’s corporate language policy, as an instrument of internal
internationalization, impacts external internationalization. The dynamics of “Englishnization’’
reveal a pressing issue facing Rakuten: namely, how to balance multinational cohesion with
monolingualism and multiculturalism. This paper aims to demonstrate that dynamic topic
modeling could enhance our understanding of the manner in which cultural expatriates and the
English-only policy affect the internationalization of Japanese MNCs. It contributes to the
literature by examining cultural expatriates’ perceptions of Japanese work practices and values
from a diachronic perspective.
Keywords: cultural expatriates, corporate language policy, social media, computational
sociolinguistics, dynamic topic modeling, Englishnization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several Japanese multinational corporations (MNCs) have adopted English as the official
corporate language in the past few years. Because Japanese is the dominant business language
in Japanese headquarters (HQ), language has become a major hindrance to internationalization
(Conrad and Meyer-Ohle 2019). Communicating in English directly, rather than through
bilingual employees, gives native English speakers more nuanced knowledge and facilitates
communication between HQ and subsidiaries (Neeley 2017). Neeley (2017) showed that an
organization-wide English-language mandate in a Japanese company also transferred Japanese
work practices and values to American subsidiaries. Employees in subsidiaries are compelled to
assume a foreign way of thinking and behaving. Such employees are conceptualized as
“cultural expatriates,” representing a growing and underexplored demography (Neeley 2017).
Many employees find themselves in complex cultural settings (Brannen, Garcia, and Thomas
2009). Zhang (2021a) used computer-assisted text analysis to examine employees’ perceptions of
an English-only policy over time in a Japanese company; he analyzed a corpus of 704 posts from
a social media platform from 2010 to 2018. Since his study relied only on data written in
Japanese, it did not account for employees who spoke languages other than Japanese at the HQ
or employees located in offices outside Japan. The focus of the current study is non-Japanese
employees working in foreign subsidiaries of a Japanese MNC.
Social media could provide insights into a company’s culture. Currently, social media platforms
attract more interest than alternative sources of information that reflect public opinions
(Alalwan 2018). In particular, the wealth of social media data makes it easier to study employee
satisfaction and corporate culture and provides better insight into employee perceptions (Moniz
2016). Of interest to this study is Glassdoor (https://www.glassdoor.com/), an important social
media platform where current and former employees anonymously review companies and their
management (Luo, Zhou, and Shon 2016). However, few studies have utilized Glassdoor as a
data source to examine how employees’ perceptions of corporate culture change over time.
The present study uses social media datasets combined with dynamic topic modeling (DTM),
corpus methods, and text analysis to investigate these corporate cultural perceptions. Research
on cultural expatriates and the role of language as a trigger of cultural frame switching is scant;
therefore, this study addresses the gap and explores the change in cultural expatriates’ attitudes
toward corporate culture over time. More specifically, the study investigates non-Japanese
employees’ perceptions of Japanese work practices and values transmitted by English-only
language policy over time. Therefore, the following research questions arise:
Q1 - How do cultural expatriates perceive changes in corporate culture?
Q2 - How could computer-assisted text analysis be exploited to help researchers and
practitioners better understand temporal trends in employees’ opinions on social media?
The study focuses on Rakuten, an electronic commerce company based in Tokyo, Japan. The
company has 14,826 employees worldwide and operates across 29 countries and regions. In
February 2010, Hiroshi Mikitani—the founder and chief executive officer (CEO) of Rakuten—
mandated English as the official language of the corporation (Nixon 2015). Rakuten employees
2
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worldwide were required to be proficient in English (Neeley 2011). In 2005 and 2010, Rakuten
bought US-based LinkShare and Buy.com and rebranded them as Rakuten Advertising and
Rakuten.com, respectively.
This study contributes to the existing literature in four ways. First, the study analyzes the
attitudes of cultural expatriates toward “Englishnization” over time. Second, the study uses a
methodological synergy for research on cultural expatriates. Previous research has analyzed
various contexts of cultural expatriates through traditional methodologies such as interviews,
surveys, and ethnography (Brannen, Garcia, and Thomas 2009; Brannen and Thomas 2010;
Neeley 2017). Third, the study aims to identify how Englishnization, as one instrument of
internal internationalization, impacts external internationalization. Fourth, the study combines
DTM with social media datasets and provides insights into cultural expatriates’ perceptions of
Japanese work practices and values from a diachronic perspective.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Cultural Expatriates
Cultural expatriates are “people who are temporarily or permanently detached from their home
culture while still operating in their own country” (Neeley 2017, 5). Jameson (2007) makes a
similar distinction by describing cultural expatriates as people with “an individual’s sense of
self derived from formal or informal membership in groups that transmit and inculcate
knowledge, beliefs, values, attitudes, traditions, and ways of life,” and they consist of six
components: vocation, class, geography, philosophy, language, and biological traits with
cultural aspects. Cultural expatriates portray self-identity, defined as “the self as reflexively
understood by the individual in terms of his or her biography” (Giddens 1991, 244). Yagi and
Kleinberg (2011) define cultural identity as a dimension of self-identity and one’s self-concept
that concerns perceptions of “who I am” as a cultural being. Keeley (2001) acknowledges that
non-Japanese employees are considered an out-group, even when they work in subsidiaries in
their home country. Kankaanranta and Lu (2013) argue that the use of business English as a
lingua franca—or a common language—in international business can have a homogenizing
effect on the cultural identities of the speakers. Jameson (2007) argues that cultural identity is
also influenced by close relationships, and changes over time. The close relationships could
include family members, friends, and colleagues, with whom interaction occurs frequently
(Kankaanranta and Lu 2013). Some native English-speaking informants exhibit linguistic
ethnocentrism, do not understand that English is the lingua franca of international business,
and assume that “it was their country, their culture, and their market that were of interest”
(Neeley 2017, 59). This conception of language ideology, which has been defined as “shared
bodies of commonsense notions about the nature of language in the world” (Rumsey 1990, 346),
can lead to potentially discriminatory or stereotyped assumptions (Cogo and Yanaprasart 2018).
Language plays an important role in expressing cultural norms and beliefs (Ringberg et al. 2010)
and can be used as an instrument in the creation and recreation of power (Gaibrois 2015).
However, the policy of monolingualism is not a guarantee of success in interpersonal
interactions (Welch and Welch 2008). Brannen, Garcia, and Thomas (2009) propose a four3
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category framework to understand the different ways that bicultural individuals or biculturals
experience and manage their two identities (see TABLE 1). Biculturals are people who have
internalized more than one cultural profile (Brannen and Thomas 2010). In Table 1 below, a
person categorized as “Both/And” identifies with and integrates two cultures. A person typified
as “Either/Or” also identifies with both cultures but changes orientation and behavior according
to context.
Num

Bicultural
Types

Definition

1

One-Home

One-home biculturals identify mostly with
one of their two cultures

2

Neither/Nor

Although aware of—and perhaps even
participating in—both of their cultural
identities and customs, Neither/Nor
biculturals feel marginalized and are
conscious about not fitting in with either of
their cultures

3

Either/Or

Either/Or biculturals identify with both of
their cultural identities, but change their
orientation and behaviors based on context

4

Both/And

Both/And biculturals identify with both of
their cultures and combine them in various
ways

TABLE 1. BICULTURAL TYPES

2.2 Internationalization of Japanese MNCs
To date, several Japanese MNCs have adopted traditional Japanese human resources (HR)
practices, characterized by long-term employment and development, seniority-based
compensation and promotion, enterprise-based unions, and teamwork orientation (Tung 1984;
Morishima 1995; Jacoby 2005). They exhibit an ethnocentric management style, wherein
Japanese expatriates are delegated to control overseas operations, and HQs in Japan make
decisions for the subsidiaries (Conrad and Meyer-Ohle 2019). This Japanese style of human
resources management (HRM), along with the ethnocentric management style, is the primary
reason for the inability of Japanese MNCs to attract and retain global talent (Kopp 1994a; Keeley
2001; Froese and Kishi 2013). To counter these challenges, some Japanese companies, especially
newly emerging firms, are aggressively internationalizing their HRM practices by emphasizing
“internal internationalization” at HQs and “external internationalization” in foreign
subsidiaries. Japanese MNCs tend to enhance Japanese employees’ language and intercultural
skills to effectively manage foreign operations and hire highly skilled non-Japanese employees
4
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(Sekiguchi, Froese, and Iguchi 2016). Extant studies have consistently reported major issues of
“external internationalization.” The ethnocentric staffing policies and Japanese style of HRM
practices, such as seniority-based compensation, make companies unattractive to non-Japanese
employees (Froese and Kishi 2013). Japanese expatriates hold key positions in foreign
subsidiaries (Wong 1996, 2010; Black and Morrison 2010), while the local staff has limited
opportunities for promotion (Kopp 1994b). Japanese expatriates lack the language skills and
cultural background to communicate with highly skilled local employees (Shiraki 2007; Conrad
and Meyer-Ohle 2019). Neeley (2017) argues that while Englishnization enables US-based native
speakers and Japanese colleagues to have direct exchanges without a translator, the use of the
common language enables greater dissemination of Japanese cultural values.
2.3 Computational Sociolinguistics
Computational sociolinguistics is an emerging research field that integrates sociolinguistics and
computer science to study the relationship between language and society from a computational
perspective (Nguyen et al. 2016). An increasing number of computational linguists have shown
an interest in studying language in a social context. Although computational linguistics has
significantly contributed to our understanding of the informational dimension of language, it
has made little progress in modeling the social dimension (Elangovan and Eisenstein 2015).
Sociolinguists traditionally collect data using surveys and ethnographic research as main
methods (Milroy and Gordon 2008; Tagliamonte 2006).
Social media is a rich and easy-to-access source of abundant informal information, providing
the opportunity to investigate language in social contexts (Johannsen, Hovy, and Søgaard 2015).
Language is an instrument used by people to construct their social identity (Bucholtz and Hall
2005); hence, some studies have focused on automatically inferring social variables—such as
gender and age—from texts (Nguyen, Trieschnigg, and Meder 2014). However, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, no study has conducted a trend analysis of cultural expatriates’
perceptions over time. Therefore, this study employed a natural language processing (NLP) tool
based on sociolinguistic insights to model and analyze data that reveal the evolutionary nature
of topics on cultural expatriates’ perceptions of corporate culture.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing
The corpus developed for this study consisted of posts extracted from Glassdoor, one of the
largest review websites for employers in the world. The website provides extensive details
about the latest jobs, company ratings and reviews, CEO approval ratings, salary reports,
interview reviews and questions, benefits reviews, and office photos. At the time of research,
there were approximately 70,000,000 reviews and evaluated scores of 1,300,000 employers
posted by current and former employees. The website has about 50,000,000 unique visitors per
month. By using customized web crawlers, the author downloaded data on Rakuten from
February 2009 to November 2020, resulting in 208 reviews and a corpus of 49,497 words. The
posts included upper- and lower-case letters, different parts of speech, and commonly used
5
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stop words (such as “the,” “a,” “an,” “in”). Therefore, the following preprocessing steps were
adopted: converting the text data to lower-case, eliminating punctuation, removing certain stop
words, and lemmatizing the words. Modules in the gensim library1 written in Python2 language
such as gensim.parsing.preprocessing and gensim.utils were used to perform these tasks.
3.2. Computer-assisted Text Analysis
Computer-assisted text analysis is performed using NLP as a critical technique (Nelson 2020).
NLP, together with topic modeling, was employed by this study to model and analyze data.
Topic modeling is a collection of NLP algorithms, which use the co-occurrence of words to
uncover the latent thematic structure in documents (Blei 2012). Thus, topic modeling can be
employed with critical discourse analysis that provides elaborate analytical techniques and
theoretical depth for interpretation (Törnberg and Törnberg 2016). Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) proposed by Blei et al. (2003) is a popular topic modeling tool for discovering main
themes from large datasets. LDA structures the data into words, topics, and documents, which
are generated from randomized mixtures of hidden topics (Vayansky and Kumar 2020). Thus,
LDA calculates the percentage of words in a document d that are currently assigned to topic t,
and the percentage of times the word w was assigned to topic t over all documents—or p (topic
t | document d) and p (word w | topic t), respectively. The approach is especially
recommended for studies using social media where space is often restricted (Hong and Davison
2010). DTM, the algorithm applied in this study, is used to model the evolution of topics in a
corpus over time (Blei and Lafferty 2006). In the DTM as a pre-discretized analysis, time is
discretized into several periods, and time within each LDA is used to analyze documents (Blei
and Lafferty 2006, Zhang 2021b). As an unsupervised text classification method, DTM can
reduce complicated text into more interpretable lists of words. Other topic modeling algorithms
such as the LDA do not expect time-tagged data; however, DTM leverages the knowledge of
different documents belonging to a different time-slice to map how the words in a topic change
over time. Combining DTM with content analysis provides a better understanding of the
dynamics of social representations in a comparative and diachronic view (Nguyen et al. 2016;
Zhang 2021b).
This study uses a three-step text analysis process (Zhang 2021a, 2021b): corpus construction,
pattern detection using human-centered computational exploratory analysis, and pattern
refinement using guided deep reading (FIGURE 1). In the first step, patterns were detected by
using DTM. In this case, the first year (2009) had 2 articles, the second (2010) 3, the third (2011) 2,
the fourth (2012) 11, the fifth (2013) 5, the sixth (2014) 19, the seventh (2015) 22, the eighth (2016)
30, the ninth (2017) 43, the eleventh (2018) 40, the twelfth (2019) 19, and the final year (2020) 12.
In the second step, the groups of topic words produced in the quantitative step were examined
qualitatively to gain insights into each topic. In the third step, the patterns identified in the first
step are inspected to determine if the earlier interpretation of the computational output in the
second step was valid. The patterns in the third step were identified through a computationally
guided deep reading of the top five documents for each of these topics as well as representative
1
2

The library was installed with pip: pip install gensim.
Downloaded from https://www.python.org/downloads.
6
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documents from the remaining topics. Computer-assisted text analysis played a key role in
processing the corpus and reducing complicated text to informative groups of words.

FIGURE 1: DATA AND PROCEDURE

4. FINDINGS
After data collection and preprocessing, the ldaseqmodel function in the gensim package was used
to implement DTM analysis and generate topics. To decide the number of topic models
generated objectively from the corpus, this study adopted the selection method proposed by
Tanimoto (1958), which checks the difference between the coherence and stability per number
of topics. A general rule of the method is to create LDA models across different topic numbers,
and then check the Tanimoto coefficient and coherence for each topic. The Tanimoto coefficient,
also known as the Tanimoto index, is a statistic used for measuring the similarity and diversity
of sample sets (Chung et al. 2019). Coherence measures a single topic by the degree of semantic
similarity between high-scoring words which co-occur across the text corpus. The ideal number
of topics will maximize coherence and minimize the topic overlap based on the Tanimoto
coefficient. FIGURE 2 shows that the ideal number of topics is three. Therefore, this study
chooses three topics for the DTM model.

7
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FIGURE 2: NUMBER OF TOPICS

The posts were clustered into three prevalent topics using DTM. The words generated for each
topic are listed in TABLE 2. FIGURE 3 displays the trends in each topic, calculated by the topic
popularity of all topics for each year.

Num

Topic

Keywords (time = 2020)

1

The threat of a
foreign corporate
culture

“work,” “company,” “great,” “person,”
“employee,” “good,” “management,”
“lot,” “team,” “office,” “culture,”
“benefit,” “lunch,” “leadership,” “time,”
“place,” “free,” “environment,”
“manager,” “project”

2

Embracing the
Rakuten way

“company,” ‘‘work,” ’‘team,” ’‘employee,”
“rakuten,” “great,” “person,” “office,”
“opportunity,” “good,” “place,” “sale,”
“management,” “culture,” “client,” “job,”
‘‘environment,” “business,” “time,” “best”

3

Employees’
perceptions of
leadership and
marginalized status

“company,” “management,” “employee”,
“person,” “rakuten,” “manager,” “work,”
“japan,” “business,” “problem,” “lack,”
“leave,” “hr,” “good,” “team,”
“promote,” “time,” “low,” “high,” “com”

TABLE 2: THREE TOPICS AND THEIR RELEVANT KEYWORDS

8
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A. HEATMAP

B. TRENDS
FIGURE 3: TOPIC POPULARITY OVER TIME

To better illustrate the importance of the words used for discussing the evolution of each topic,
a visualization of these topics is presented below, with word clouds that highlight core words
and phrases using size and color depth. A topic modeling exploration tool, pyLDAvis3, is used
to explore the relationships between the three topics and their most relevant terms. FIGURE 4
presents the spatial distance between the interactions and the three topics among the top 30
most relevant terms for each topic. The pie charts on the left, which represent the proportions of
each topic in the corpus, indicate three topics. The presence of an interaction between two topics
means they are connected. If there is no interaction, then they are mutually independent. The
right bar represents the 30 most relevant terms for the selected topic. FIGURE 4 shows that all

3
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three topics are independent of each other. The right blue bars represent the overall frequency
of individual words in the corpus. These proportions are significant because they indicate the
level of importance of a term in the corpus. For example, the words “Englishnization,”
“English,” and “policy” do not appear in the three topics in the corpus. Therefore, these words
are not representative of the three topics. The identified topics are the threat of a foreign
corporate culture, embracing the Rakuten way, and perception of leadership and marginalized
status. FIGURES 5, 6, and 7 show word clouds of three topics. The size of each word is based on
the proportion of its probability of occurrence and changes over time.

a.

EMBRACING THE RAKUTEN WAY

10
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b.

c.

THE THREAT OF A FOREIGN CORPORATE CULTURE

EMPLOYEES’ PERCEPTIONS OF LEADERSHIP AND MARGINALIZED STATUS
FIGURE 4: INTER-TOPIC DISTANCE MAP OF TOPICS

11
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4.1 The Threat of a Foreign Corporate Culture
The first topic—related to Rakuten’s organizational culture changes in daily work practices—is
rather broad, and has remained central to the discussions over the years. Discussions generally
focus on how non-Japanese employees adjusted their perceptions and their place in the
company. As shown in FIGURE 5, the most frequently used words in Topic 1 were “company,”
“work,” “team,” and “employee,” and these remained highly stable from 2009 to 2020. The
focus in the first years of Englishnization (2010 to 2013) was primarily on the subsidiary
employees’ adaption to the organizational change due to the acquisition by Rakuten: “lots of
work, competition with other companies is fierce” in 2010; “fast-paced (learned more here in 1
year than at other places in 2–3 years)” in 2011; “a lot of pressure and unrealistic expectations
(goals, work hours, tasks, etc.) put on employees. Hearing the same feedback every week/day
does not make anyone work harder” in 2012; and “Ambitious goals, supported by the parent
company Rakuten” in 2013. A close reading of the documents from 2014 revealed that some
employees discerned that Rakuten had infused the American subsidiaries with Japanese culture
four years after the mandate, which is illustrated in the following posts:
Extract 1
Post title: It’s an interesting company
Content: It is a Japanese company, but expanding globally, so they welcome nonJapanese employees. (No. 39, 2014, San Francisco, Former Employee, Positive
Outlook)
Extract 2
Post title: Good place to learn and move on
Content: Weird culture. The company is a mix of OC culture (pretty fair on work/life
balance) and Japanese culture (late hours, put in your face-time, don’t leave till your
boss leaves, etc.). It partially depends on which group you’re in. (No. 35, 2014, New
York, Current Employee, Positive Outlook)
Extract 3
Post title: Lack of leadership!
Content: Japanese militaristic management which means management through fear
and intimidation. This is NOT a modern US workplace with a sharing flat structure.
It is top-down and managed by Japanese account managers elevated to all C level
positions including the CEO. Leadership is weak and only knows how to emulate
their Japanese counterpart which doesn’t seem to work in the US. Leadership knows
little of the US market and competition which makes it difficult for this company to
compete in the US. It’s not a happy place to be especially for account managers or if
you are female. (No. 56, 2015, Aliso Viejo, Former Employee, Negative Outlook)
12
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Some clearly expressed their desire to “stay away” from the company from 2018. The superficial
change in corporate language did not westernize work practices and work values. Instead, it
transformed the company into a more hierarchical organizational structure, making it less
attractive to non-Japanese employees. For example, employees were forced to watch the Asakai
meeting, held in the HQ every Monday morning, due to Englishnization. Excerpts below
provide more detailed reasons and highlight the threat:
Extract 4
Post title: Stay away
Content: * It’s difficult to communicate with coworkers in other locations or
departments since tools aren’t standardized * Constant meaningless meetings where
attendance is required and monitored working from home is treated suspiciously *
Meetings are scheduled outside working hours regularly * Act on employee feedback
and stop trying to force the Japanese working style on American workers * Also
invest in training for employees. (No. 128, 2017, San Mateo, Former Employee,
Negative Outlook)
Extract 5
Post title: Run away as fast as you can
Content: * Tons of red tape when working with the teams and process in Tokyo *
Forced to sit through a 45-minute presentation at 9 a.m. every Monday morning
where you’re force-fed the latest company propaganda * HR is really lackluster, not
enough training available * Lots of office politics and insane matrixed management
structure * If you are not Japanese, prepare to hit the “bamboo ceiling” at some point
(No. 144, 2018, San Mateo, Current Employee, Negative Outlook)
All the excerpts above elucidate that the source of the threat was Japanese work ethics and
social customs. With the implementation of Englishnization, local employees continued to have
limited opportunities for promotion and faced difficulties communicating with the staff in the
Japanese HQ. It seemed these concerns were not rare. Thus, the topic highlighted that
Englishnization helped Japanese HQ to promote Japanese work practices and values and turn
the American subsidiaries into a cultural mix.
Before the implementation of Englishnization, it appeared that the frequency of Topic 1 might
be decreasing dramatically in the corpus overall. However, one year after the mandate, there
seemed to be an increase in the popularity of the topic, which is particularly central from 2012
to 2020 (see FIGURE 3). In the last seven years, the focus of this topic remained at around 0.5,
and it was also consistently the most frequent of the three topics.

13
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2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

FIGURE 5: WORD CLOUD OF TOPIC 1 FROM 2009 TO 2020

4.2 Embracing the Rakuten Way
In contrast to the interpretation of threat, the second topic focuses on embracing the Rakuten
way (see FIGURE 6). As shown in FIGURE 6, words such as “company,” “employee,” “team,”
and “work” stand out since they were used more frequently in the original text. “Company”
and “employee” remained major words, but “good,” “great,” and “opportunity” became more
prominent after 2012. Some employees appeared to be optimistic about Rakuten’s status quo
and the future, and took pride in Rakuten’s culture. Therefore, “Rakuten’s success here will be a
model for other high growth and successful companies.” Below are some typical fragments:
Extract 6
Post title: Getting better all the time
Content: To the local guys: Keep it up! Overall, everything is great, and the issues I
mentioned almost feel like nitpicking. To the heads in Japan: Maybe be a little more
forward focused for internal software, and really evaluate the cost of those
transitions more closely in advance of making decisions that impact our daily life as
14
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severely as mission-critical software. (No. 45, 2015)
Extract 7
Content: The Rakuten One strategy is not for everyone. Some employees of acquired
companies wish to keep their old ways, resist change, dig in. Hence natural conflict
takes a high degree of collaboration to resolve. As a company born in Japan, Rakuten
has certain cultural ways that are not for everyone (or new to the Valley). Some
employees make fun of our weekly all-hands meetings (conducted globally), our
inspirational comments from the CEO and other founders, the respect and care for
our workplace, and our willingness to give non-performing employees a chance to
hang-on a little longer and try to improve rather than your too-typical Valley
company cut-and-run approach. The Rakuten One strategy also means changes,
reorganizations, consolidations, new training programs, new ways of recruiting,
common ways of paying and measuring performance. Change is sometimes difficult
for some people. And some people are afraid they will be passed by with this
movement. Our coworkers from Japan are sometimes slow to adapt to Valley/US
tech norms, and often break the rules with side-bar conversations in Japanese (we’re
an English-speaking/writing company). This makes some people uncomfortable,
especially those with less experience working in culturally diverse environments.
(No. 162, 2018, Salt Lake City, Current Employee, Positive Outlook).
The two excerpts above illustrate that some employees adapted to the cultural change and
embraced the mixed working method. Some cultural expatriates, the most skilled in the lingua
franca, perceived the “Japanese way” as a change in a culturally diverse environment rather
than an “identity threat”. Other comments highlight the pride more directly: “Nothing negative
from me. I love this company,” “Hats off to the management for making this sudden and
unexpected transition for all of our team to work remotely. We have been given wonderful
support and care for the wellbeing of all of our employees. Thank you, Rakuten.”
As shown in FIGURE 3, the popularity of the topic seems to decline from 2009 to 2010, but
increases significantly from 2010 to 2011, then declines gradually from 2011 to 2015, and
increases again from 2015.
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FIGURE 6: WORD CLOUD OF TOPIC 2 FROM 2009 TO 2020

4.3 Employees’ Perception of Leadership and Feeling of Marginalized Status
The third topic—employees’ perception of leadership—is somewhat connected to the first topic
but focuses on the marginalized status resulting from leadership. The marginalized status can
be expressed as “Your employees work hard and love the company, but once they feel like they
are being left in the dark about changes in directions for the company, they lose faith in
management.” Those who resist the leadership are therefore falling into the category of
“marginalized people.” In other words, they need to do something to get rid of the
marginalized status, such as job-hopping to another “real” American company. The focus in the
first years (2010 to 2013) was on terms relating to leadership in general, such as “management,”
“employee,” “Japan,” “manager,” and “HR,” but also on negative terms such as “opaque,”
“inability,” and “limited” (see FIGURE 7). The following fragments show the perceptions of the
changes in leadership from 2009 to 2012:
Extract 8
With the departure of the founders and original top management, after a buyout by a
Japanese firm, management objectives and metrics are increasingly opaque. (No. 1,
2009, New York)
Extract 9
I don’t believe that Rakuten truly views their employees as people or has respect for
them. People are boiled down to KPIs, and this reflects in the compensation and
morale at the company. Please treat the US employees at Linkshare with respect and
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continue to provide the morale-boosting activities that used to happen. (No. 2, 2010,
New York)
Extract 10
I found it to be the poorer side of how management treat[s] their staff. This includes
the infiltration of the parent company Rakuten and their pawns that run the show.
(No. 6, 2011, Client Development Manager, New York)
Extract 11
Inability of the management to guide and bring employees together under the parent
company’s (Rakuten) vision (No. 10, 2012, Aliso Viejo)
Extract 12
New Rakuten (Japanese Amazon) management and lack of job security. (No. 17, 2012,
Aliso Viejo, Former Employee, Negative Outlook)
The above excerpts from 2009 to 2012 show that local employees criticized the insufficient
understanding of the leadership teams about the work ethics of the US subsidiaries. The
changes in daily work practices, including key performance indicators (KPIs) and Asakai
meetings, decided employees’ perceptions of the status quo and future. The feelings of
marginalization expressed by employees implied that in Rakuten, many US-based employees
were prompted to leave the company due to a lack of leadership direction: “job growth is
limited; good amount of turnover” in 2013; “Lots of turnover. Plenty of people [are] moving on
to greener pastures” in 2014; “Upper level management lacks direction and vision that could
align this company with tech progression. High-employee turnover. Lots of employees leaving”
in 2015; “Due to the high turnover of employees, people from other departments get put into
marketing positions, when they clearly have no marketing experience. Even with the new CEO,
CTO, COO...etc. announcements, if you don’t change or at least reevaluate your current
management and leadership... this company is still bound to fail from these same individuals...
a big ‘restructuring’ is in progress” in 2016; and “Ton of layoffs and also heard [a] bunch of
sales guys left” in 2017.
Employees also compared their situations with Japanese expatriates who could rent luxurious
houses and will never get fired:
Extract 13
In case you don’t do what they tell you to do: a) If you were assigned from Japan,
probably you will be assigned back to Japan and never again assigned to [the] US
again. b) If you are [a] US employee, you will be fired or invited to leave very quickly.
After you leave the company, all the current problems will be assigned to you. It is
how they survive and hide the problem. So, they are always hiring new employees.
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P.S.: Japan Rakuten Card is [the] worst. They are the source of current management
in Card US. It means the source of [the] issue may be on the Japanese side. Those
problems [explain] the high turnover of very good employees and also why US
employees have low [salaries]. It also explain[s] why the president thinks the US
employees are lazy. But I don’t know if the president does not know it. (If he knows,
then something is very wrong). My advice to the president would be: I think you
need to solve these problems as soon as possible. Please, fix Japan and US
management. Only permitting managers from one team to another does not solve the
problems only hides because the current team managers, group managers and
department managers are the ones causing all these problems. This is my last review
in this company. (No. 150, 2018, Software Engineer, San Mateo, Former Employee,
Negative Outlook)
Extract 14
Post title: Ethnocentric in their management style
Content: No one gets fired, low performing, problematic employees are moved to
other departments or shipped back to Japan. [The] overall company strategy is a
shotgun approach. It literally changes on [a] quarterly basis, and it’s mainly driven
by the CEO and passed down to his Yes-men! (No. 186, 2019, Product, San Mateo,
Current Employee, Negative Outlook)
The above fragments show strong claims: after an eight-year mandate, the company increased
expatriation and adopted a more ethnocentric staffing policy. Employees expressed their
perceptions of leadership and sense of dissatisfaction with the organizational hierarchy through
remarks such as “Shake off the Yes-men, from IT to HR to Facilities, to all business groups. Stop
bending backward to please the CEO” and “Moving to California is useless if you keep the rigid,
hierarchical mindset that prevents creativity from thriving.”
The topic of employees’ perceptions of leadership and feelings of being marginalized emerged
in 2009 and was spurred by the announcement of Englishnization in 2010. It decreases
significantly from 2010 to 2012 but increases again from 2012 to 2014 and appears to remain
relatively stable from 2014 to 2020. As shown in FIGURE 7, words such as “management,”
“employee,” “company,” and “work” stand out from 2009 to 2014. However, after 2015
“management” and “company” were still major words, but “lack,” “low,” “Japan,” and “leave”
became more prominent.
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FIGURE 7: WORD CLOUD OF TOPIC 3 FROM 2009 TO 2020

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Social media platforms make it feasible to analyze the opinions of key stakeholders (Xiang et al.
2015; Kwok and Yu 2013). By examining posts on Glassdoor, this study provides some new
insights on the interconnection between language and culture.
First, it is interesting to see that the frequency of occurrence of keywords related to
Englishnization from 2009 to 2020 was zero, whereas the term “Japanese” was used 66 times.
Cultural expatriates expected the language mandate to lead to an open-ended and enduring
source of opportunities for career advancement (Neeley 2017). This study, however, shows that
American employees cannot actively identify with the English-only policy. They never mention
the policy in their posts.
Adopting English in HQ was found to have no direct relevance to work practices in American
subsidiaries. While Japanese employees in HQ had to adopt English, speaking English should
be natural to American employees. Thus, one can hypothesize that an American employee
might be aware of the English-only policy without identifying with it. Those expectations of
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career advancement on the part of cultural expatriates should be ascribed to global expansion
rather than linguistic ethnocentrism. This study can contribute to the ongoing discussion on
monolingual solutions, which constitute a conventional and simplistic style of thinking (Martin
2009).
Second, this study has proposed automatic content analysis using DTM and social media data
to measure perceptions of Japanese work practices and values transmitted by the English-only
policy over time. These results align with the literature on DTM, which enables one to develop a
better understanding of the dynamics of social representations from a comparative and
diachronic perspective within a contextual framework (Chandelier et al. 2018).
Extant studies of biculturals have provided topic categories, including the following: OneHome, Neither/Nor, Either/Or, and Both/And (Brannen, Garcia, and Thomas 2009; Brannen and
Thomas 2010). Topic 1 (The threat of a foreign corporate culture) was the most popular topic
between 2012 and 2020. This topic draws attention to the Either/Or type of cultural expatriates,
suggesting that cultural expatriates started to identify with their American and Japanese
identities around 2014; however, they perceived the forcible imposition of Japanese work
practices and values at the workplace as a threat.
Neeley (2017) also observed that the Japanese way, described pejoratively as “isolationist” or
“pre-global” in mindset, was a threat to the cultural expatriates’ sense of their own American
identity. The results of this study are consistent with previous findings, which suggest that
while cultural expatriates’ perceptions of the contrast between their two cultures are
strengthened, they resist the “Japanese way” and link “stay away from the company” to
“getting rid of the threat.” Japanese work practices and values are seen as posing a threat to the
status of English as the corporate language and symbol of American identity.
Topic 2 (embracing the Rakuten way) was the second most popular topic, and its popularity
remained stable between 2011 and 2020. The prevalence of this topic shows the popularity of
Both/And cultural expatriates. The literature suggested these Both/And individuals identify
with both of their cultures and leverage various cultural identities in a unique and idiosyncratic
way (Brannen, Garcia, and Thomas 2009). The data show that these cultural expatriates disagree
with other employees who resist the cultural change. They think “the change is not for
everyone,” and even persuade people not to believe those negative reviews on Glassdoor and
“come and see for yourself.”
Topic 3 (perception of leadership and marginalized status) was the least popular. The data
show that the posts are often connected to cultural expatriates’ perceptions and portray them as
a marginalized group. Arrival at the Neither/Nor type happens in several ways. For example,
these cultural expatriates choose not to identify with the American or Japanese operating styles
because of leadership headed in the wrong direction. The study results have sinister
implications for the adoption of a common corporate language, which often introduces new
barriers (Welch and Welch 2008). Cultural expatriates with a strong competence in the company
language may still feel excluded if they are not comfortable with the Japanese work culture they
must adopt.
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Finally, another relevant insight drawn from the findings is related to the traditional emphasis
of employing local staff to fill the positions formerly dominated by Japanese expatriates to
attract and retain valuable non-Japanese talent (Sekiguchi, Froese, and Iguchi 2016). Researchers
have argued that changing from an ethnocentric toward a polycentric or geocentric staffing
policy could potentially help overcome obstacles for the external internationalization of
Japanese MNCs (Beamish and Inkpen 1998; Schaaper et al. 2013). Conversely, this study
suggests that setting English as the official corporate language could generate unintended
consequences of increasing expatriation and impeding localization. When translators, “bridge
individuals” or bilingual employees who facilitate communication between HQ and
subsidiaries, became obsolete at Rakuten with the implementation of Englishnization, the
Japanese HQ, sent more expatriates to fill senior positions in the American subsidiaries. Neeley
(2017) also highlighted this in her study and explained that the superficial change in language
patterns to become more direct did not necessarily translate cross-company into a less
hierarchical organizational culture.
Thus, the present study contributes to the ongoing discussion on the interplay between
Englishnization and organizational culture. As previously mentioned, Zhang (2021a) concluded
that an English-only corporate language policy results in a mixed corporate culture at the
Japanese HQ. However, the present study found that the organizational culture of overseas
subsidiaries has become more hierarchical due to Englishnization. These results align with
existing research on the internationalization of Japanese MNCs (Wong 1996, 2010; Black and
Morrison 2010). A close analysis of the dynamics of Englishnization reveals a pressing issue
facing Rakuten and other Japanese MNCs with regard to the balance of multinational cohesion
with monolingualism and multiculturalism.
Based on the Glassdoor analytics data of 208 reviews from 2009 to 2020, this study reveals key
insights into the analysis of cultural expatriates. The DTM and content analysis elucidate the
cultural expatriates’ perceptions of Japanese work practices and values from a diachronic
perspective. Moreover, the study results have implications for viewing Englishnization as one
instrument of internal internationalization, which could have a negative impact on the external
internationalization of Japanese MNCs.
This study is a small step toward using the computational text analysis method to examine the
experiences of cultural expatriates. However, the study has some limitations. First, the data
collection was limited to a single company and social media platform. Second, although the
data collection period was long (2009–2020), the data size was not particularly large. Taking a
broader view, future studies could collect data from various companies and data sources. Last
but not least, future research could combine DTM with other techniques, such as sentiment
analysis, to examine changes in cultural expatriates’ sentiments regarding Japanese work
practices and values.
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Abstract
We define here indirectly named entities, as a term to denote multiword expressions referring to
known named entities by means of periphrasis. While named entity recognition is a classical task
in natural language processing, little attention has been paid to indirectly named entities and their
treatment. In this paper, we try to address this gap, describing issues related to the detection
and understanding of indirectly named entities in texts. We introduce a proof of concept for
retrieving both lexicalised and non-lexicalised indirectly named entities in French texts. We also
show example cases where this proof of concept is applied, and discuss future perspectives. We
have initiated the creation of a first lexicon of 712 indirectly named entity entries that is
available for future research.
Keywords: named entities, indirectly named entities, information extraction, named entity
recognition, multiword expressions, text processing, text mining

1. INTRODUCTION
We define here indirectly named entities (INE) as multiword expressions (as defined in Baldwin
and Kim 2013) referring to known named entities by means of periphrasis (as in Racicot 2009),
such as the City of Light for Paris or the Big Apple for New York. The use of INE in a text, instead
of explicitly using the related named entities, requires the reader to detect that a periphrasis is
applied and to understand, or guess, what named entity the periphrasis refers to. These two
issues, detection and understanding of INE, we consider to be suitable tasks to be addressed as
Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval. They are discussed in this paper.
While much research has been done on Named Entity Recognition (NER), the problem of
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processing INE in texts to our knowledge has not been addressed yet. For applications such as
information retrieval, anonymisation or semantic analysis, finding INE can be useful. This task,
which we name here Indirectly Named Entity Recognition (INER), can be seen as a complement to
classical NER, which is inefficient for detecting most of INE.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In the first section, we present the state of the art of
existing natural language processing and information retrieval work that address this
phenomenon or related cases, we describe the linguistic phenomenon of INE, and we mention
closely related cases. In Section 2, we propose a model for INER which is based on both lexical
data and also linguistic rules. In Section 3, we explain how we have implemented this model
and show example cases of our model performing on French text. In the final section, we
discuss further work, such as understanding INE and finding the named entity hidden behind
an INE, especially in ambiguous or unknown cases.
1.1. Related work
To our knowledge, INER has not been studied yet, but is related to several other domains in
Natural Language Processing (NLP), in particular multiword expressions, NER, anaphora
resolution and entity linking, and paraphrase identification.
1.1.1. Multiword expressions
Multiword expressions (MWE) have been the object of numerous studies in NLP (Baldwin and
Kim, 2013). For example, Wehrli et al. (2010) have studied collocations (mainly verb-object
collocations), and how to detect and translate them, taking advantage of multiword lexical data,
lexical tagging and syntactic parsing (see also Wehrli and Nerima 2018; Kauffmann 2013). Our
model for INER is partly inspired by these works.
1.1.2. NER
NER enables detecting named entities in a text (Friburger, 2006; Nadeau and Sekine, 2007;
Lopez et al., 2019). This task has been achieved following rule-based and hybrid methods
(Charton et al. 2011; Lopez et al., 2019), or deep neural models (Lample et al. 2016; Shang et al.
2018; Lin et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). For the evaluation of NER in French, Ortiz Suarez et al
(2020) have created an annotated version of the French TreeBank corpus, and several methods
for NER evaluation have been discussed (Nouvel et al., 2016). Moreover, NLP software able to
achieve NER making use of deep neural methods is now publicly available (Schmitt et al., 2019).
Among these, we find Bert (Devlin et al., 2019; Tenney et al., 2019), CamemBert (Martin et al.,
2020), Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) and Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014).
The question of retrieving multiword named entities that may not have been lexicalised yet or
that may have a different form compared to the lexicalised ones, is addressed in Nayel et al.
(2019) for the biomedical domain and in Watanabe et al. (2019) for the chemical domain. Our
study here also aims at showing how to detect INE that may not have been lexicalised and that
may not be detected by traditional NER tools, but without focusing on specific domains such as
the biomedical or chemical ones.
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1.1.3. Anaphora resolution
As INE always refer to named entities, pronouns refer to referential lexemes or named entities
in texts. Anaphora resolution (or coreference resolution) aims at solving anaphora and linking,
for example, pronouns with the named entities they refer to (Mitkov, 2014; Ma et al., 2020).
Coreference and anaphora resolution for French have been studied in Guenoune et al. (2020).
1.1.4. Entity linking and synonym entity recognition (SER)
Named entity synonyms have been the object of several studies that define the task of Named
Entity Normalisation (NEN), e.g. in the biomedical domain (Cho et al., 2017) or in materials
science (Weston et al., 2019). In a broader context, synonym entity recognition aims at detecting
synonymous named entities in a text, such as, for instance, Hollande and François Hollande
(Ananthanarayanan et al., 2008; Bohn and Nørvag 2010; Chakrabarti et al., 2012; Qu et al., 2017;
Cai and Wu 2019; Shen et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021). This task plays an important role in many
applications such as information retrieval, information extraction and question answering.
The question of linking INE or other synonym entities with the named entities they refer to is
addressed in Rosales-Mendez et al. (2019) and Wu et al. (2018) and described as “entity
linking”, but this research does not specifically deal with INE recognition, as we do here.
Disambiguation among several homonym candidates in entity linking is addressed in Nebhi
(2013), Qu et al. (2017) and Wu et al. (2018).
1.1.5 Paraphrase identification
Synonym entity recognition has also been evocated in the more global context of “paraphrase
identification” (Mohamed and Oussalah, 2020; Wanachai and Cardey-Greenfield, 2012;
Shinyama et al., 2002, Sales et al., 2016). In this context, possible variations in the expression of
phrases or whole sentences are studied, and the use of INE or other synonym entities appear as
possible aspects that these variations can take.
Compared to the all related works that we have found, our study is innovative because it
focuses specifically on INE and their morpho-syntactic, lexical and semantic properties, and,
making use of these properties, defines a model for INER. INER can be useful as a complement
to NER, since INE are not necessarily detected by NER tools.
1.2 Indirectly named entities: Definition and linguistic study
As mentioned earlier, we define INE as multiword expressions referring to known named
entities by means of periphrasis: INE, instead of mentioning the usual name of the named entity,
refer to it in an implicit and descriptive way. They do not constitute an alternative name but
rather a periphrastic description of the named entity, which is specific enough to be lexicalised.
Periphrases can be made on named entities in any human language. However, some of their
syntactic and lexical properties can be language-specific. We will focus here firstly on French
and then English.
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(1)

la ville lumière (Paris)
the city (of) light

(2)

la cité de Calvin (Geneva)
the city of Calvin

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

la Venise des

Alpes (Annecy)

the Venice of the

Alps

la petite Venise des

Alpes (Annecy)

the little Venice of the

Alps

le président des

riches

the president of the

rich people

le Président des

riches

the president of the

rich people

(Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron)
(Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron)

l’Hexagone (France)
the hexagon

(8)

outre-Manche (Great Britain)
the other side of the Channel

In French, we have listed three frequent syntactic structures of INE. The first typical syntactic
structure is a determiner phrase1 which, unlike most French proper nouns, always start with a
definite article (le, la and their derived forms), as in examples 1 to 6), and which contain a head
noun and one noun modifier (such as an adjective, a relative clause or a prepositional phrase),
typically resulting in a “DET-N-MOD”2 structure or a “DET-MOD-N” structure. Sometimes, the
determiner phrase contains more than one noun modifier (as in ex. 4). In (Racicot, 2009) are
described famous French and English periphrases applied to geographical entities, such as
examples 1 and 12, and we can observe that the “DET-N-MOD” and “DET-MOD-N” structures
cover the majority of examples.
The second typical syntactic structure of INE is a simple “DET-N” structure3, as in example 7.
The third typical syntactic structure of INE, less frequent, (as in example 8), consists of an
adverbial phrase made by adjoining a prepositional prefix to a named entity.
We can see that, unlike French named entities and proper nouns, the head nouns of French INE
do not necessarily start with a capital letter. The use of a capital letter for the head noun is
We will consider here that the determiner is the syntactic head of the noun phrase, even if the noun is the
semantic head, following the DP hypothesis (Abney, 1987). So, we can call it DP (Determiner Phrase), even for
cases where there is no determiner before the noun, which we consider a null determiner.
2 Here DET means determiner, N means noun and MOD means modifier.
3 This type of INE requires more contextual or cultural knowledge to be understood, since no modifier is applied
to the head noun.
1
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generalised only when the head noun is a proper noun (ex. 3). When the head noun is a
common noun, some writers choose to capitalise its first letter (ex. 6) while, most often, it is not
capitalised (ex. 5, 1, 2).
For English we have:
(9)

The City of Light (Paris)

(10)

The Five Boroughs (New York)

(11)

The Big Apple (New York)

(12)

Shaky Town (San Francisco)

(13)

Big Blue (IBM)

(14)

The Boss (Bruce Springsteen)

In English, as in most French cases, INE have the “DET-N-MOD” or “DET-MOD-N” structure
(examples 9 to 13), or a “DET-N” structure, as in example 14. However, a null determiner is
sometimes found instead of the definite article, as in examples 12 and 13.
In English, in lexicalised periphrases on named entities, the nouns, adjectives and adverbs
usually start with capital letters (as in examples 9 to 14).
1.3 Related cases
Here we discuss three different cases: synonymous named entities, non-implicit nicknames, and
generic anaphora, which are related to INE, but are different.
1.3.1 Related cases: Synonymous named entities
(15)

Pusan (Busan4)

(16)

St-Étienne (Saint-Étienne)

(17)

The UN (The United Nations)

Synonymous named entities such as alternative spellings (ex.15), abbreviations (ex.16), or
acronyms (ex.17) of named entities do not match our definition of INE. Unlike INE, synonym
named entities do not imply the identity of a named entity but explicitly name it, in a way that
differs from the one which is usually considered as standard5.

The Korean city of Busan has its name originally spelled 부 산 in Korean. It is transcribed in the Latin alphabet
transcribed as Busan in the Revised Romanization of Korean, which is the official Romanisation system in South
Korea since 2000, and as Pusan in the McCune–Reischauer Romanisation system.
5 We assume here that there is a de facto standard spelling or naming for a named entity, while we might not
know, among synonymous named entities, which one would appear to be the de facto standard. The ’standard’
can also change depending on the context. For example, French singer Johnny Hallyday was referred to as Johnny
Hallyday in the media and music context while his official name, reference only in an administrative context, was
Jean-Philippe Smet.
4
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1.3.2 Related cases: non-implicit nicknames
INE can be classified as a subset of “aliases” (as in Rosales-Mendez et al. 2019) or “nicknames”
(as in Racicot 2009). For instance, in Wikidata (and Wikipedia), where named entities are listed,
there is no specific property field for their periphrases, but there is a “Nickname” property field
(P1449 in Wikidata classification). The subset idea that all INE can be seen as nicknames but not all
nicknames are INE is confirmed by inspecting examples of nicknames contained in Wikidata,
especially personal and geographical nicknames: some nicknames are INE (similar to the
examples given in Section 1.2), while most other are not.
(18)

Chuck (Charles E. Tucker, Jr.)

(19)

Fat Mike (Mike Burkett)

(20)

Tom (Robert Dick Hutchins)

We call here non-implicit nicknames those nicknames that, as any typically named entity, contain
a name and express it, instead of making use of a periphrasis. Among these, many are just a
first name (as ex. 18 and 20), a name with an adjective or a descriptive element (ex. 19), or a
different name for a same-named entity (ex. 20). Thus, non-implicit nicknames can rather be
seen as informal synonymous named entities.
1.3.3 Other related cases: Generic anaphora
(21)

Le gardien du PSG a déclaré

: “C’est une occasion en or

The PSG goalkeeper has declared: “It is

pour notre équipe.”

a golden opportunity for

our team.”

In the definition of INE we do not include generic and non-lexicalisable anaphora as shown in
example 21. In this example, notre équipe (our team) refers to the PSG team, but this anaphora is
nonspecific and entirely context-dependent: notre équipe (our team) may be used, in other
contexts, to refer to any other team. Consequently, it is not appropriate for lexicalisation and is
not a case of INE.
2. INER: METHODOLOGY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF INE IN TEXTS
In this section, we propose a general methodology for the retrieval and identification of INE
from texts. We discuss firstly the possibility of a simple lexical approach and then introduce our
method that relies on a database of patterns of INE which is used together with a rule-based
approach.
2.1 A lexical approach
Following the (Baldwin and Kim, 2013) classification of multiword expressions, INE can be
fixed or semi-fixed expressions (see also Alsharaf et al., 2003). A basic approach for INER can be
a purely lexical approach, where all possible INE are listed in a lexicon and retrieved by simple
string matching in texts. A possible data structure for such a lexicon is a set of pairs in the form
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(“INE ; NE”6). The major limitation of such an approach is the fact that the lexicon needs to be
designed to cover the largest possible set of INE, and INE that were not initially included in the
lexicon cannot be retrieved. On the other hand, the existence of such a lexicon allows knowing
what named entity is related to an INE, as well as the detection of ambiguous cases where
several named entities are possible candidates for one INE.
As named entities can be semantically classified, so can be INE. The three fundamental
semantic categories usually used for named entities, which we study here, are a) “locations”, b)
“persons”, and c) “companies and organisations”; to which we have added a fourth
fundamental semantic category which is d) “products and services” that encompasses also
information systems and art. We have listed typical lexical-syntactic patterns for each of these
four semantic categories, and detailed the types of INE that are included as follows:
•
Locations: natural and artificial places and areas in space, physical geographical entities
and territorial entities (countries, regions, towns, districts, etc.), natural and human paths and
routes (rivers and deltas, streets and crossroads, etc.). E.g., the country of Uncle Sam for the USA,
or the most beautiful avenue of the world for the Champs Elysées avenue in Paris. Are excluded:
locations in time (periods, dates, etc., e.g. the Great War).
•
Persons: individual human beings and real or fictional characters, personified pet
animals, and personified objects (dolls, etc., with a given name). E.g., the Iron Lady for Margaret
Hilda Thatcher as (former) Prime Minister of the UK, or the King for Elvis Aaron Presley as a
singer.
•
Companies and organisations: legal entities and de facto entities (commercial companies,
administrations, associations, foundations, political parties, religious groups, etc.). E.g., the
Redmond's Giant for Microsoft Corporation, or Auntie for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC).
Are excluded: territorial entities (see the above Locations category definition).
•
Products and services: hand-made or industrial-made or intellectually elaborated
commercial materials and objects and actions, extracted raw materials and commodities, on sale
or free of charge offered individually or collectively hold goods and possessions, information
documents and materials and media, machines and technical systems, inventions, logos and
trademarks, symbols and artistic works, natural languages. E.g., the Beetle for the Volkswagen
Type 1 car, or white gold for the latex extracted from hevea brasiliensis trees, or the language of
Pouchkine for Russian.
2.2 Building a database of INE patterns and their named entity equivalents
As a generalisation of the lexical approach, we have constructed a dictionary of patterns of INE
with their named entity equivalents. We define a pattern of INE as a linear sequence of surface
linguistic elements (or linguistic expressions), where each linguistic element can be an item of a
predefined list, or a linguistic expression (e.g. a word) having some specific formal
characteristics that can be easily identified (e.g. a word starting with a capital letter and
composed only of capital and lower-case letters).
6

Here, INE stands for indirectly named entity and NE stands for named entity.
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The following example shows a pattern of the type “companies and organisations”. The named
entity is the name of a company behind a brand, and is replaced by a description of the logo of
the company:
•

{<”la”>(<” ”>)<”marque”><” ”><”au”>(<” ”>)<logo description>}

In this pattern, the <logo description> tag is representing a part of an INE, and the elements
between the parenthesis are optional. The different tags represent lists of expressions, e.g. <la>
(definite article the) can be replaced by another definite article; <marque> (noun brand) can be
replaced by equivalent alternatives such as firme, compagnie, établissement, entreprise, societé, etc.;
and <au> (preposition with) can be replaced by its plural aux or by its feminine à la.
Here is a match of the previous pattern in a real sentence: “Gilles Vidal, patron du Design de la
marque au lion, vient de quitter ses fonctions.”, where la marque au lion (the lion brand) stands for
Peugeot. Amongst other examples are: la marque à la couronne (the brand with the crown) for Rolex;
la marque au Swoosh (the brand with the swoosh) for Nike; La marque à la petite bretelle rouge (the
brand with the little red strap) for Caracoteen.
The process for building the database of INE patterns follows three stages as described below.
1) Lists of INE are manually retrieved from texts and classified. For example, la langue de
Pouchkine (the language of Pouchkine) can be found in texts written more than a century ago, e.g.,
in a french novel7 (“[...] par quelques phrases prononcées dans la langue de Pouchkine.”) and in
its translation in English8 (“[...] with some phrases pronounced in the language of Pouchkine.”);
and it can be found in recent texts, e.g., in a printed newspaper9 (“La langue de Pouchkine reste
largement parlée”) and in English on a commercial Internet website10 (“There are many
different styles of writing in the language of Pouchkine:”). These lists are enriched with INE
inspired by the work of (Bachellier 1972; Petit 2006; Friburger 2006; Racicot 2009; Treps 2012;
Sjöblom 2016), as well as INE that are found in Wikipedia pages or newspaper articles.
2) The lists of INE are organized in subcategories according to their linguistic similarities and
named entity equivalents. For example, the “person” category includes amongst other the
following subcategories:
•
Religious names or titles: e.g. a religious character title like the Savior for Jesus of Nazareth,
and the Mahatma for Mohandas Gandhi.
•
Political and mass media nicknames, e.g. l’inconnu le plus célèbre de France (France’s most
famous unknown person) for Edouard Balladur (former Prime Minister of France), and le grand
In Klaczko Julian, “Deux chanceliers : le prince Gortchakof et le prince de Bismarck”, 2nd ed., p. 438. E. Plon et cie,
Paris, France, 1876. Text available online on https://gallica.bnf.fr.
7

Klaczko Julian, and WARD Frank P. (translator), “Two chancellors: Prince Gortchakof and Prince Bismarck”, p.
103. Hurd & Houghton, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, 1876. Text available online on https://archive.org.
8

In Daum Pierre, article “En Géorgie, l’obsession de la Russie”. Monthly newspaper Le Monde diplomatique, October
2021, n° 811, p. 4. SA Le Monde diplomatique, Paris, France.
10 In article “Our Advice for learning Russian”. Page of commercial website blog. Dated from the 18/02/2018.
Consulted on the 12/10/2021 at https://www.superprof.co.uk/blog/start-learning-russian/.
9
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Charles (the great Charles) for Charles De Gaulle (former President of France).
•
Nicknames of (quasi-)official functions or duties, e.g. le Pacha for the commanding officer
of a French warship or le mandarin for the chief medical officer of a French medical department,
and le grand timonier (the Great Helmsman) for Mao Zedong (former President of China).
3) The patterns of INE are constructed by systematic observation of the lists for each of the
subcategories. For each pattern, we also observe the inner and outer context of the INE in real
sentences, and describe its signification.
The example below shows a more complex pattern from the category “locations” which is
explained with two calculable patterns (pat1 and pat2) and one list of other alternative patterns
(listPatAlt). This pattern matches INE corresponding to the named entities of each US state, e.g.
le 42ème état des États-Unis d’Amérique (the 42th state of the USA) for l’État du Washington (the State
of Washington):
•

pat1 = {<listArtS><listN><listTH><“ ”><listSt>(<“ des ”><listUS>)
(<“ d’Amérique”>(<“ du Nord”>))}

•

pat2 = {<listArtS><listN><listTH><“ ”><listSt>(<“ nord-”>)<“américain”>}

•

listArtS = “Le ”,“le ”

•

listNfig = “1” to “50” (US states numbers in figures)

•

listNlet = “premi”,“deux”,“trois”,“quatr”,“cinqu” to “cinquante-et-un”

•

listN = listNfig + listNlet

•

listTH = “er ”,“e ”,“eme ”,“ème ”,“ième ”

•

listSt = “ état”,“ Etat”

•

listUS = “EU”,“EUA”,“USA”,“U.S.A.”,“Etats-Unis”,“États-Unis”´

•

listPatAlt = “l’état vert”,“l’État vert”,“l’Etat vert”, “L’état vert”, ...(“the Evergreen State”)

As a result of this manual database creation phase, we have obtained a list of patterns for each
of the four fundamental semantic categories, where the information for each pattern consists of:
•

the description of the pattern;

•
the lists of (sometimes non-exhaustive) alternative expressions fitting some of the pattern
parts in the paradigmatic axis;
•

a list of INE (and corresponding named entities) that match the pattern;

•

a (possible) list of exceptions to which the pattern should match;

•
example sentences containing occurrences of the pattern (for future reference, testing,
and subsequent automated benchmarking).
As a final result we have obtained 40 INE patterns: 8 for locations, 9 for persons, 9 for
companies and organisations, and 14 for products and services. Each one of these 40 patterns,
and of their variants when they have such, is registered with at least one corresponding
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documented real sentence containing a matching expression.
2.3 Our model for INER: A lexical-based and rule-based approach
While the database of INE patterns described above allows the retrieval of a large number of
occurrences in texts, such an approach is still dependent on the number and variety of patterns
that are manually created. To tackle the problem of detecting non lexicalised INE and detecting
neology in INE, we need a more general approach. We propose to use linguistic rules that are
obtained after lexical tagging, syntactic parsing, NER and semantic tagging of named entities. In
a similar approach, Wehrli et al. (2010) take advantage of the syntactic parsing for the detection
of multiword expressions, even in derived cases where their lexemes are not strictly adjacent.
As an example, we can consider the INE la Venise des Alpes (ex.3). Various derived periphrases
can exist such as la petite Venise des Alpes (ex.4), which is formed by the attachment of a new
qualifier to the head noun. In this case, the typical structure of INE “DET-N-MOD1”, is
modified to “DET-MOD2-N-MOD1”. The rules of such modifications can be obtained by the
observation of the INE’s possible periphrases. Their implementation requires several preprocessing steps that include the morpho-syntactic parsing of sentences.
For example, defining a detection rule for periphrases with a “DET-NE-P-GNE”11 structure,
with the syntactic structure defined in the syntactic tree (see figure 1), we can retrieve all the
periphrases such as la Venise des Alpes (ex.3) but also any neologism matching with this rule,
such as, for example, the Brad Pitt of Egypt or the Siberia of Scotland.

Here and in the syntactic tree in figure 1, NE stands for named entity, GNE stands for geographical named entity,
P for preposition, DET for determiner, PP for prepositional phrase, MOD for modifier, NP for noun phrase and DP
for determiner phrase.
11
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FIGURE 1. SYNTACTIC TREE FOR A DET-NE-P-GNE STRUCTURE AND EXAMPLE OF MATCHING INE

Thus, such syntactico-semantic, non lexicalised rules for the detection of INE can work together
with the pattern-based retrieval and classification of INE, and allow the retrieving of even full
neology in the INE that match with the defined rules.
3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE CONCEPT
3.1 Implementation
As a baseline, we have built a lexical INER system, making use of the Spacy NER tool12 and
adding a lexical component to it, in Python, making use of the Spacy API. We were then able to
do NER and INER in a single text analysis, in either French or English.
Then, in order to achieve lexical-based INER for French, we populated the lexicon with 878
French INE. We incorporated in this lexicon both data collected from diverse sources such as
(Racicot, 2009) and classified as described in Section 2.1 and 2.2, and data found in crowdsourced Wikipedia pages about geographical periphrases13. We have made this compiled lexical
dataset publicly available on the open science platform Zenodo (Rey and Kauffmann, 2021).
Some lines of the dataset are shown in Figure 2.

https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#named-entities
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_de_périphrases_désignant_des_villes and
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_de_périphrases_désignant_des_pays
12
13
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FIGURE 2. ENTRIES FROM OUR FRENCH INE DATASET.
The columns are the following: INE, related NE (with additional information between parentheses), semantic
category, subcategory.

Finally, for the lexical-based and rule-based approach, we implemented lexico-syntactic and
syntactico-semantic detection rules, on the basis of the lexico-syntactic patterns that we have
described in Section 2.2. We used for this task the Spacy lexical tagger and syntactic parser. The
lexico-syntactic rules are directly inspired from the lexico-syntactic patterns of Section 2.2 and
also make use of the Spacy “matcher” tool14, while the syntactico-semantic rules make use of the
Spacy NER tool with its semantic tags and are directly coded in Python.
3.2 Examples of retrieved INE
Since implementation and lexical work progressed further for French than English, we mention
here only work on French.
As a baseline, we first tested the Spacy NER tool15 and observed an evolution of the behaviour
with some INE between September 2020 (Spacy 2.3.0) and March 2021 (Spacy 3.0.5). In version
3.0.5, some INE with a D-NE-P-NE structure are now detected as a whole entity in the NER
task16, while two independent named entities were detected in the 2.3.0 version. For example, la
Venise des Alpes is detected as Venise des Alpes instead of detecting separately Venise and Alpes as
in version 2.3.0.
Then, using a compiled INE lexicon and rules in addition to the Spacy 3.0.5 NER component,
we have achieved NER+INER, on an example text (fully displayed in Figures 2 and 3) that
contains 23 sentences, 6 named entities and 21 INE.
We can see that, in this example text, our method enables retrieving INE thanks to rule-based
detection or the use of the INE lexicon.
Rule-based matching with the corresponding patterns enables retrieving the INE that have not
been detected at the NER step: la capitale du skate (the capital city of skateboarding), le Bratt Pitt
https://explosion.ai/demos/matcher
In this case, without any specific retraining, using the model trained on the “fr core news sm” corpus.
16 In this case, without including the initial definite article of the INE.
14
15
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caché des Açores (the hidden Brad Pitt of the Azores), le président des riches (the president of the rich
people: Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron), Le pays des érables (the country of maple trees:
Canada), la ville du bout du lac (the city at the end of the lake: Geneva), la capitale du thé vert (the
capital city of green tea: Uji). We can notice that this method enables the detection of neology. For
instance, le Bratt Pitt caché des Açores, pure neological INE, unlikely to be found in a lexicon, has
been detected.
The use of an INE lexicon enables finding patterns that do not specifically match with any rule,
such as la marque à la pomme (the brand with the apple: Apple).

FIGURE 3. BASELINE: FRENCH NER WITH SPACY 3.0.5
Semantic tags: LOC: location, PER: person, ORG: organisation
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FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE OF FRENCH NER + LEXICAL AND RULE-BASED INER
Semantic tags: LOC: location, GPE: geographical entities (similar to LOC, but detected by rules),
PER: person, ORG: organisation, MISC: miscellaneous

We can also notice in this example, among the points that should be improved in our INER tool:
semantic tagging mistakes (Le Brad Pitt caché des Açores is a person, it should not be given the
“miscellaneous” tag), the handling of quotes (la marque à la pomme has been detected whereas la
“marque à la pomme” has not), the detection of alternative forms of the entities listed in the
lexicon (for instance, des quatre garçons de Liverpool, which is a contraction of de (of) and les quatre
garçons de Liverpool (the four boys from Liverpool: the Beatles) has not been detected even if les
quatre garçons de Liverpool was in the lexicon), and the priority that should always be given to
INE (for example, La Mecque (Makkah), a named entity, has been detected while we would have
wanted La Mecque du ski freestyle (the Makkah of freestyle skiing: la Clusaz), an INE, to be detected).
4. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
In order to be able to store information (such as, for instance, the referred named entity) about
INE, adding to the lexicon the new INE detected by the detection rules would be useful. This
would improve the lexicon and also allow a fast retrieval in cases where the lexico-syntactic and
syntactico-semantic detection rules cannot be computed. For the improvement of our model for
INER, our lexicon may be expanded by compiling more data from Wikipedia, as it has been
done for geographic entities in French, or by doing data mining on search engine requests.
Moreover, our set of implemented detection rules may be expanded and adapted to English
INER.
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An important question for information retrieval purposes, as discussed in Rosales-Mendez et al.
(2019) and Wu et al. (2018), is entity linking, aiming at showing, from an INE, which named
entity it refers to, and especially to solve unknown or ambiguous cases (as in Nebhi 2013). Our
lexical approach takes the first step in this direction. However, in future work, we should find,
among the existing methods, which one would be the best for solving ambiguous or unknown
cases.
5. CONCLUSION
We have defined the task of INER and shown that INE can be a specific subject of study. We
have proposed a first lexical and rule-based approach to retrieve INE in texts and shown its
feasibility, provided that enough lexical data and the detection rules are recorded in sufficient
quantity. As a result of this work, we have also compiled a dataset of INE and their equivalents
and made it available to the community.
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Abstract
The research focuses on hate speech in the comments section of Ukrainian news websites.
Restricted to solely COVID-19 related comments, it seeks to analyze the development of hate
speech rates throughout the pandemic. Using a semi-automated machine-learning-aided
approach, the paper identifies hate speech in the comments and defines its main targets. The
research shows that a crisis like the COVID-19 pandemic can strengthen existing negative
stereotypes and gives rise to new forms of stigmatization against social and ethnic groups.
Keywords: hate speech, FastText, cluster

1. INTRODUCTION
The global outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020 caused significant emotional, social, and financial
damage around the globe, which led to increased levels of fear and anxiety (Zandifar et al.
2020). Intense negative emotions manifested themselves in a growing number of microaggression incidents, verbal and physical abuse, and online harassment (Ziems et al. 2020). In a
critical situation like the pandemic, people extensively consume online content and excessively
turn to the Web for communication and opinion sharing.
In my research, I am seeking to analyse the rate of hate speech in COVID-19 related
comments on Ukrainian news websites. I am focusing on the groups that became targets of hate
speech during the pandemic and identifying if the new targets of hate speech emerged in
response to it. Since Ukrainian society is bilingual, I am looking at the Russian and Ukrainian
comments separately and then identifying similarities in the development of hate speech for the
two languages and two news websites.
Online reader comments are “a new form of interactivity that could provide a larger
public forum and a greater level of civic participation” (Erjavec 2014, 452). Cammaerts (2009)
and Erjavec and Covacic (2012) point at the increasing level of hate speech in the news website
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comments, which motivates the need for hate speech research of the online comments section.
Offensive language, mobbing, and hate speech are frequent in online comments. Leaving an
abusive comment in the comment section 'bears no immediate threat of sanctions, and users feel
free to express open criticism or insult' (Dordevic 2020, n.a.). Though the primary goal of the
comment section is to provide an opportunity for discussion, it becomes a platform for
derogatory language and hate-igniting comments. The comment section turns into another
medium for hate speech propagation. It increases negative stereotyping and creates new forms
of harmful stigmatisation (Cotik et al. 2020).
Online hate is contagious and results in more hate speech comments (Ziems et al. 2020).
Furthermore, the response to hateful comments is not sufficient as the percentage of hate speech
is significantly higher than counter hate (Ziems et al. 2020), which necessitates the timely
recognition of hate speech and appropriate reactions to it to prevent further micro-aggressions
and insults. Though there is already a significant research body on one target group of hate
speech, for example, anti-Asian hate during the pandemic (Ziems et al. 2020; Fan et al. 2020; Gee
et al. 2020), it is crucial to identify all possible groups that might suffer from COVID-19 related
stigmatisation.
The Ukrainian media has been actively using hate speech from 2006-2007 (Morhun 2016).
In 2016, the Ukrainian Parliament passed a law, introducing 'Prohibition on the promotion of
the exclusivity, superiority or inferiority of persons on the grounds of their religious beliefs,
ideology, belonging to a particular nation, physical or property status, social origin' (Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine 2014, 904). After the annexation of Crimea, the Russian-Ukrainian conflict was
consistently getting extensive media coverage in the Ukrainian news. It resulted in both the
Russian and Ukrainian groups becoming targets of hate speech, as hate speech is an integral
part of information warfare in the Russian-Ukrainian conflict and shows strong similarities with
military propaganda (Postic 2018). Since the COVID-19 pandemic caused many financial,
economic and social problems in Ukrainian society, the targets of hate speech might change and
get more diverse.
Hate speech is a violent, offensive act of speech that intends to harm a specific group of
people, in most cases, mentally. Depending on the effect hate speech might have on its target,
there are two types of harm: constitutive and consequential damages (Maitra and McGowan
2012). Constitutive harm of hate speech is being enforced during speaking, whereas
consequential harm occurs as a result of it. The immediate constitutive harm can result in
psychological distress, a risk to a person's self-esteem (Gelber and MacNamara 2016), leading to
psychological and mental distress. Consequential harm contributes to negative stereotyping,
promotes discrimination (Maitra and McGowan 2012), and instigates real-life violent actions
against the targeted group of people.
Hate speech and hate crime have previously been studied predominantly in the legal
domain. The definition of it was crucial for the legal standpoint on the necessity of its
criminalisation (Kennedy et al. 2018). The term ' hate speech' was coined by legal scholars from
the United States in the 1980s, referring to how the legal systems fought against the harmful
racist comments (Brown 2017, 424). From the legal perspective, it serves as an umbrella term for
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the discriminatory events against a specific group of people, whereby the concept itself is not
new (Brown 2017, 426) but readjusted to the modern legislation. In its Recommendation against
Racism and Intolerance, No 15 of 8 December 2015, the Council of Europe (2015) defines hate
speech as 'the advocacy, promotion or excitement, in any form, of the denigration, hatred or
vilification of a person or group of persons, as well as any harassment, insult, negative
stereotyping, stigmatisation or threat of such a person or group of persons...' (3). Besides the
outlined forms of hate speech, it can also be expressed implicitly through the approval or
justification of crimes against humanity or genocide and the glorification of individuals
involved in these crimes. The European Commission emphasises the necessity to define hate
speech in its implicit and explicit expressions to protect persons or groups of persons that could
become a target of it and suffer any physical, mental, emotional, or any other type of harm as a
consequence.
There are many different perspectives on what constitutes hate speech. In my research, I
consider abusive language aimed to insult, harm, or promote violence against a specific group
of people that all share common characteristics (gender, race, ethnic affiliation, age group) to be
hate speech. I distinguish between hate speech and vulgar language or insults, where personal
insults not based on negative group stereotyping and without a reference to a group
membership are not considered hate speech. Hate speech should always have a group marker.
Hate speech in the comments section on Ukrainian news websites correlates with the
level of social acceptance of the governmental response to the pandemic. The rate of hate speech
is dependent on the source of news, but not on the language of the comment. Even though the
news on COVID-19 causes the creation of new hate speech targets, the comments section
remains an important part of the Ukrainian-Russian information war, strengthening already
existing negative stereotypes.
2. DATA COLLECTION
2.1 Data Sampling
For my data sampling, I selected an unbiased representative source with the ability to filter the
meta topic and obtain historical data. I decided to scrape the comments from COVID-19
dedicated sections of the unmoderated online forums of famous news websites. In this way, the
author of the comment is already primed by COVID-19 related news and is likely to build his
argumentation around the news.
I selected two media sources to provide a comprehensive overview of the societal
response to COVID-19. The websites meet the following selection criteria:
● It is a national-level, not a local media source
● It is possible to sort out the news on the ' COVID-19' meta topic
● The source enables commenting and does not require social media identification
so that users can create an account under a made-up name to prevent any
pressure or fear of being recognised
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● The comments can be scraped with a web scraper.
Censor.net and Korrespondent.net met the selection criteria. Each website has its specific HTML
structure, therefore, I wrote a separate web scraper for each of them. The scrapers were
programmed in Python and were based on the BeautifulSoup library and Urllib handling
module. The scrapers went through all the COVID-19 related news, opened each link to the
news message and went through the comments section. The scrapers retrieved text of the
comments, date of comments, reply to comments if existent, and the name of the author. The
author's name will not be published or used in the research.
Censor.net reports 250,000 unique daily visitors, which accumulated to over 7,000,000
unique visitors every month. Censor.net is more beloved by the male audience (63% of the
readership) than by the female one (37%) (Censor.net n.d.). The target audience of the media
source is an average Ukrainian aged 25-30, who is interested in the domestic and foreign
politics of Ukraine, most likely living in a big Ukrainian city. Readers aged between 25 and 54
years old represent 71% of the website visitors.
Founded in 2000, Korrespondent.net covers events that are happening in Ukraine and
the world. Korrespondent.net targets a middle-class Ukrainian audience, small and mediumsized business owners, with a 77% male readers ratio. The source attracts roughly 15,000,000
unique readers monthly, which accounts for 145,000,000 views (UMH n.d.).
2.2 Corpus metadata
The corpus consists of 107 thousand unique comments split into 470 thousand sentences. Out of
the entire corpus, 25% stem from Korrespondent.net and 75% - from Censor.net.
Retrieved comments range between January 2020, the first mention of the new virus, and
June 2021, the last update of the data. The comments cover the entire development of COVID-19
pandemic and, given the diversity of the sources and different target groups of their readers,
can be considered representative of the general opinions in Ukrainian society.
Korrespondent.net had a few hundred mentions of the coronavirus from 2013-2016 sorted out,
whereas Censor.net data from January and February 2020 was not available.
Comments are both in Russian and Ukrainian languages, but the language distribution
varies depending on the source:
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FIGURE 1. LANGUAGE DISTRIBUTION

2.3 Annotation guidelines
The research relies on an unsupervised machine learning model from FastText. For text
categorisation purposes, the uploaded training data included only two possible labels: HATE (if
the annotator considers the comment to represent hate speech) or NO (for all the other cases).
The students of Lviv Polytechnic University carried out the complete annotation under
the mentorship of Olena Levchenko. Ten students volunteered to assist with the annotations.
They were divided into pairs. Each pair worked simultaneously on a different set of
annotations, equally divided into both Russian and Ukrainian. Annotated comments were
uploaded to the public repository on GitHub and can be found in open access1.
The annotators followed the FastText friendly labelling:
● ' __LABEL__NO' for all the comments that do not have hate speech in them;
● ' __LABEL__HATE' for data points that can be characterised as hate speech.
The presence of any group reference or marker was crucial for distinguishing between hate
speech and personal insults. As long as they do not rely on harmful stereotyping, personal
insults are not considered hate speech. Hate speech comments insult a person's human dignity
by expressing a call for violence, dehumanisation, negative stereotyping, and downplaying
historically motivated attacks (Kennedy et al. 2018). Complaints about or insults of the
government or political parties were not considered hate speech for current research.
Call for violence is 'the use of vulgar, humiliating, and discriminating
discriminat
words, phrases,
and sentences to harm, attack, and label others, victims of which can be vulnerable groups in
the society' (Wang 2018, 18). In 'čym bil'še kacapiv zdoxne tym krašče' ('The more kacaps die,
the better'), the author is implicitly calling for violence through wishing death to the

1
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representatives of the Russian nation, who are being referred to through hate-based ethnic
slurs.
Dehumanisation can be expressed through the comparison of a group to an animal or
denial of human rights and characteristics. For example, ' Rjus'ky svyni zbyrayut'sja kupyty 2
mil'jony doz vakcyny Pfayzer' (' Russian pigs intend to purchase 2 million doses of Pfizer
vaccine' ). The sentence is considered hate speech as it dehumanises the Russians.
Negative stereotyping is harmful as it might intensify negative expectations of the
conduct of a group (Ramos-Oliveira and Pankalla 2019). For example, by saying that 'Kytays'ki
liky zvučyt' nadto zahrozlyvo' ('Chinese medicine sounds too threatening'), a person refers to
the negative stereotype that products created in China have low quality. Therefore, medicine
from China might be dangerous.
Downplaying historical attacks is also hate speech as it uses historical and cultural
context to voice negative sentiment towards a group, empower or refer to hateful ideology, and
disrespect the national tragedy of marginalized groups. A comment 'vam li ne znat' što lutšeye
mesto observacii eto koncentratsionnyy lager' ('Don't you know that a concentration camp is the
best place for observation') downplays the Holocaust in a mockingly sarcastic way.
Comments like 'Zelenskyi pod šumok klyančit po miru deneg štob po-bystromu potom
s3,14dit' ('Zeleskyi is begging for money around the world to steal it later quickly') or
'Zelenskyi ko vsemu yešče i zaigravšiysya posredstvennyy akteriško tyažko bol' noy
narcissizmom' ('Moreover, Zelenskyj is a mediocre actor who is seriously ill with narcissism')
target one person and are not considered hate speech.
2.4 Inter-annotator agreement
Kennedy et al. (2018) outline a high level of inter-annotator disagreement regarding hate speech
annotation due to personal subjective 'differences in understanding of the definition of hate
speech, interpretations of the annotated texts, or evaluating harms done to certain groups.' To
estimate the level of inter-annotator agreement, I computed the Cohen's Kappa agreement
coefficient and Matthews correlation coefficient to balance out possible overoptimistic results
from Cohen's Kappa (Chicco, Warrens and Jurman 2021). The coefficients were computed
separately for the Russian and Ukrainian languages.

Comments

Cohen's Kappa Score

Matthews corrcoef score

Ukrainian comments

0.431

0.433

Russian comments

0.41

0.404

TABLE 1. INTER-ANNOTATOR AGREEMENT SCORES
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The annotators have reached a slightly lower agreement with the Russian comments. Cohen's
Kappa scores range between -1 and 1, with 1 being perfect agreement, 0 - random agreement,
and -1 standing for complete disagreement. The scores for both annotations represent moderate
agreement (Hallgren 2012), which is plausible for the highly subjective topic of hate speech. The
third annotator went through the comments the annotators disagreed on and decided whether
it is hate speech or not.
3. DATA PROCESSING
Data processing consisted of the following steps:

Step 1. Removal of comments with unusual activity
Step 2. Language identification and division of comments into the
Russian and Ukrainian comments
Step 3. Comments splitting
Step 4. FastText classification of the Ukrainian and Russian comments
Step 5. Part-of-speech tagging and lemmatisation of the comments
Step 6. Word2vec vectorization of the Ukrainian and Russian data
Step 7. K-means clustering of the Ukrainian and Russian data

TABLE 2. DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE

3.1 Bots, trolls, fake accounts
Both sources represent unmoderated online forums, which makes them an easy target of bots
and trolls. The use of fake accounts and bots is a well-established phenomenon in the Ukrainian
media space in the so-called 'information war' (Sopilko 2016) between pro-Ukrainian and proRussian Internet users.' The main purposes of the utilisation of computational propaganda tools
include not only manipulating public opinion but often discrediting opponents and defending
the interests of different business and political groups' (Zhdanova and Orlova 2017, 18). Bots,
trolls, and fake accounts are the most commonly used automated, manual or semi-automated
tools to influence public opinion in the Ukrainian media space (Zhdanova and Orlova 2017),
with fake accounts being the most frequently used tool.
There exists a solid research base on depicting bots on such social media as Twitter or
Facebook (Liu 2019; Mazza et al. 2019). Widely used libraries such as Botometer rely on the
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analysis of user profiles and user activity, the information which is being provided by the social
media API (Application Programming Interface). Unfortunately, there was no user-specific
information from Censor.net and Korrespondent.net. Nevertheless, it was still possible to
identify the atypical behaviour of some users. I identified the most active commenters for both
sources, republishing the same comment multiple times under different news articles within a
short time. Carrying out the complete classification of the users into bots/fake accounts and
people would require building a separate machine learning model and preparing an annotated
training corpus (Skowronski 2019). That would go beyond the focus of my research. Therefore,
to ensure that accounts demonstrating unusual activity are not influencing the findings, I kept
only the original comment and removed the duplicates.
3.2 Language identification model
The peculiarity of the contemporary language situation in Ukraine is the co-existence of
Ukrainian and Russian and different forms of bilingualism (Zbyr 2015). Distinguishing between
the two languages is necessary for the text classification model and semantic vectorization to
function properly.
I used the Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifier as it provided the most precise
results compared to such libraries tested as FastText, Langid, Langdetect, Textblob, Polyglot,
and Google Translator libraries. MNB considers all attributes (i.e., features) to be ' independent
of each other given the context of the class, and it ignores all dependencies among attributes'
(Jiang et al. 2016, 346). I used the Python script to develop the classifier based on the ScikitLearn module (Sklearn).
All the comments were considered to belong to either Russian or Ukrainian, depending
on the probability of the MNB classifier model. The measures to evaluate the MNB model
include precision, recall and f-1 score. Precision is the ratio tp / (tp + fp), with tp being the
number of true positives and fp - the number of false positives. Recall is calculated as tp / (tp +
fn), where fn stands for false negatives. F-1 score is defined as a weighted harmonic mean of the
precision and recall with 1 being the best value and 0 - the worst.
The character-based MNB classifier approach proved to be relatively accurate with the
following precision and f-1 scores:
language

precision

recall

f-1 score

support

Russian

0.94

0.99

0.97

6966

Ukrainian

0.99

0.93

0.96

6852

TABLE 3. MNB PERFORMANCE IN LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION

The Sklearn classification report also provides support values for the MNB model, support is
the number of occurrences of each class in a one-dimensional array-like matrix of ground truth
target values.
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The supervised MNB Classifier model was trained specifically on the news taken from
Censor.net. The training sets consisted of 6,000 identical news in Russian and Ukrainian,
referring to coronavirus topics.
The minimum threshold value was 70%. I excluded non-Cyrillic comments. In case the
probability of adherence was lower than 70%, the comment was manually reviewed and
assigned to a specific language.
3.3 Hate speech identification with FastText
FastText is an open-source library to train supervised and unsupervised models for text
representation and text classification. Joulin et al. (2016) introduced FastText as a word
classification and text classification approach in 2016. Simple in use and training, FastText has
proven to be equal in accuracy to deep learning classifiers. It has previously been used for
sentiment analysis and hate-speech detection (Pratiwi, Budi and Alfina 2018). 'It is based on ngram features, dimensionality reduction, and a fast approximation of the softmax classifier
(Joulin et al. 2016). We show that a few key ingredients, namely feature pruning, quantisation,
hashing, and re-training, allow us to produce text classification models with tiny size, often less
than 100kB when trained on several popular datasets, without noticeably sacrificing accuracy or
speed' (Joulin et al. 2017). The adaptability and lightweight of the library paired with a good
precision score were the deciding factors for choosing it as a classifier.
Hate speech is not equally distributed through an entire comment. One hate speech
sentence might result in the whole comment being classified as hate speech, which could
negatively affect the model's precision.
The Ukrainian and Russian models were downloaded from the FastText repository and
run with a programmed Python script. The Python script used followed the guidelines
suggested by FastText developers2. The examples used to train the models consisted of the
annotated comments described above. I tested the FastText classification model on both
comments consisting of multiple sentences (the model trained on the full annotated comments)
and sentences separately with the model trained on sentences. Comments splitting resulted in a
6% higher precision for both Russian and Ukrainian models.

Measure

Recall

Precision

2

Russian
comments full

0.87
0.87

Ukrainian
comments full

Russian
Ukrainian
comments split comments split
into sentences
into sentences

0.85

0.93

0.91

0.86

0.93

0.90

"Text Classification · Fasttext". n.a.. Fasttext.Cc. https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/supervised-tutorial.html.
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f-1 score

0.87

0.86

0.93

0.91

TABLE 4. FASTTEXT MODEL PERFORMANCE

The eyeball inspection of the hits also proved that splitting comments into sentences provides
more accurate results.
The hate speech rate in the comments was assumed to depend on the development of the
pandemic in Ukraine. The first cases of COVID-19 in Ukraine occurred in March 2020. A strict
lockdown took place between mid-March and mid-June 2020. After that, the government
introduced an adaptive lockdown framework with restrictive measures being introduced only
in the regions with high infection rates. In November 2020, the 'weekend lockdown' was
introduced, with all stores and gastronomy closing over the weekend to prevent big indoor
gatherings. A second strict lockdown took place between the 8th and 24th of January 2021,
returning to the adaptive lockdown framework afterwards. The first vaccinations took place in
February 2021. The last effort to introduce lockdown and curfew restrictions in Ukraine took
place in April 2021.

FIGURE 2. HATE SPEECH DYNAMIC BETWEEN 01.2020 and 06.2021

The average percentage of hate speech for all the sources combined is 1%. In
Korrespondent.net, the rate of hate speech in Russian comments reached 1.17% on average,
whereas for Ukrainian comments, it is slightly higher and is on average 1.3%. Censor.net, with
the majority of comments being written in Russian, displayed the following hate speech
statistics:
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● a relatively low average percentage of Ukrainian hate speech compared to
Korrespondent.net by 0.7%
● 0.78% of all Russian sentences were classified as hate speech.
Therefore, the share of hate speech in the totality of comments seems to be more dependent on
the source or news the source is publishing (Dordevic 2020) than on the language. The share of
hate speech in Censor.net for both Ukrainian and Russian comments was almost the same, it
was similar for Korrespondent.net.

FIGURE 3. HATE SPEECH DYNAMICS ON CENSOR.NET

Some differences can be observed between the spread of hate speech in Russian and Ukrainian
comments. The hate speech percentage of Russian comments peaked in April 2020, with the
other upward tendencies in September 2020, November 2020, and June 2021. The hate speech
rate of Ukrainian comments has not demonstrated much dynamics until a sudden hike in
June/July 2020 and the increases in hate speech percentage in October 2020 and December 2020.
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FIGURE 4. HATE SPEECH DYNAMICS ON KORRESPONDENT.NET

Korrespondent.net has demonstrated a much higher share of hate speech in its comments. The
users left an overwhelming majority of comments in Ukrainian in Spring 2020, with the user
activity gradually losing its dynamics throughout the research period. The same phenomenon
could also be applied to the comments in Russian, with the user activity being at its absolute
peak in the time between February and June 2020.
The share of Ukrainian hate speech on Korrespondent.net appears to be more dynamic
than on Censor.net, with the absolute highest hate speech rate dating in December 2020.
Another significant peak was evident in March/June 2020 and at the very beginning of the
pandemic in January 2020.
The dynamics of the hate speech rate in Russian comments does not fully coincide with
the Ukrainian. Thus, after the initial high start in January 2020, it demonstrated drastic growth
in April/May 2020, with the next all-time high peak in September 2020, which was not present
in the Ukrainian corpus. Then, the subsequent increase was experienced in December 2020, but
its percentage is significantly lower than the Ukrainian counterpart.
3.4 Word embedding
To vectorise my data, I needed to normalise and lemmatise it. After the initial preprocessing
and data cleaning, I carried out part
part-of-speech-tagging with the help of Stanza, an open-source
Python natural language processing toolkit (Qi et al. 2020). Stanza was pre-trained by its
creators on both Russian and Ukrainian datasets. I kept only verbs, nouns, proper names,
adjectives, adverbs, and numbers. I also conducted a Symspell-based spell-check
spell
and spelling
corrector to standardise the data and get it ready for lemmatisation.
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Word2vec vectorisation is the next step of research needed to get vector representation of
lemmas to group them by their semantic similarity later (Sivakumar et al. 2020). It is commonly
applied for analogy and semantic analysis of words and performs well with all sizes of data
sets. Therefore, it was also used for further classification of sentences labeled as hate speech. I
got the numerical representation of lemmas in vector space with skip--gram-based Word2vec
optimised with negative sampling. Based on past appearances, Word2vec
Word2
can make highly
accurate guesses on the context of individual words. It would place words from hate speech
comments used in a similar context close to each other.
Word2vec was preferred over other vectorisation models (e.g. FastText) due to its
proven efficacy for semantic tasks. Both FastText and Word2Vec are based on the skip-gram
models and both display good results in the vectorisation of the Slavic languages. FastText
vectorisation is highly efficient in working with new data. FastText is also frequently
recommended due to the simplicity and high speed of its training (Cothenet 2020).
Nevertheless, the focus of the model centred around the interpretability of regular words and
the result was not reliant on the identification of uncommon lexemes, in
n which case Word2vec
is recommended over FastText (Kriazhova 2019). Moreover, for the vectorisation of the Russian
language Word2vec shows slightly higher precision (Kriazhova 2019).
3.5 K-Means Clustering
The data size was reduced to comments classified as hate speech. My next step involved Kmeans clustering, unsupervised categorisation of words into semantically similar groups
(Singh, Tiwari and Garg 2011), as it has a proven record of performing well with small data sets.
The clustering was performed with Python script using the Sklearn module.
module To increase the
density and accuracy of clustering, I improved the K-means clustering method with the
expectation-maximisation algorithm.
K-means clustering was carried out with the results provided below. The number of
clusters was estimated using the silhouette method (Yuan and Yang 2019). The silhouette
method for k-means clustering aims at maximising the silhouette score with the correct number
of clustering being reached when the silhouette score is the greatest. I manually tested different
ranges of K for clustering with the help of the Sklearn metrics module in Python. The highest
possible silhouette score for my data was achieved at five clusters.
The silhouette score scope falls between [-1;1], where 1 indicates that the data point is
compact within its clusters and far from the other clusters. A silhouette score of 0 denotes
overlapping clusters, whereas -1 indicates bad clustering performance. The silhouette
coefficient for each data point is calculated as follows:

● s(o) stands for the silhouette coefficient for o data point;
● a(o) is the average distance between o and the other data points in the cluster
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● b(o) is defined as the minimum average distance between the current datapoint o and the
other clusters, to which the datapoint in question does not belong.

Source

Silhouette Score

Ukrainian Censor.net

0.45

Russian Censor.net

0.58

Ukrainian Korrespondent.net

0.52

Russian Korrespondent.net

0.62

TABLE 5. K-MEANS CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE

The best K-means silhouette score results were achieved for the Ukrainian comments of
Censor.net and the Russian comments of Korrespondent.net. The silhouette score is above 0 for
all the clusters, which verifies the plausibility of the clustering method.
3.6 Censor.net Clusters
Hate speech comments from Censor.net were divided into 5 clusters, with the fifth cluster being
the smallest and the most distant
stant one.

FIGURE 5. 2-D REPRESENTATION OF THE UKRAINIAN CLUSTERS FROM CENSOR.NET
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Cluster
VACCINE

Cluster WORLD

73 %

vakcyna

ukrajinskij

73 %

ukrajina

baran

zbroja

spravžnij

moskovskyj

naselennja

baranovirus

kazaty

cydity

kacap

idiot

vybory

pravda

svit

kacapskyj

kytaj

idijot

robyty

koronavirus

moskal'

narod

krajina

vakcynacija

kytajskyj

rosija

vakcynuvaty

Cluster 73%

Cluster RUSSIA

luster Cluster
UKRAINE

holosuvaty

kytajka

ukrajinec'

daun

zaraza

debil

maska

zelenyj

zemlja

zebiloty

zebobik

holova

zebily

vlada

zakon

znaty

virus

miscevyj

stado

vynnyj

namordnyk

lox

vereščaty

loxdaun

velykyj

loxtorat

bilyj

luhandon

kytajec'

TABLE 6. TRANSLITERATED UKRAINIAN CLUSTERS FROM CENSOR.NET

The 73% cluster is actively targeting the Ukrainian population and, in particular, people who
voted for the current president. They are frequently referred to as '73%' (as 73% of the voters
supported Zelenskyi during the elections), 'zebily' (created through the blending of the
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swearing word 'debily,' Ukrainian for fool/imbecile, and prefix Ze from Zelenski), 'zebilota'
(same as previously explained), 'daun' (Ukrainian for mentally disabled person), 'loxtorat'
(created through the blending of a swearing word ' lox' (loser/douche) and ' elektorat'
(electorate).
The 73% cluster also includes lemmas used to condemn people who follow the
restrictions and any actions aimed at imposing lockdown to stop the spread of the virus. Thus,
lockdown was frequently referred to as 'loxdaun' (lockdown for idiots) and coronavirus as
'baranovirus' (compound word for goat virus) and such lemmas as 'baran' (goat) and 'stado'
(herd). Therefore, the cluster of hate speech comments targets the Ukrainian population, who
voted for the current president as it is to blame for the restrictive measures put by the
government on its voters or, in other words, herd.
The VACCINE cluster and RUSSIA clusters are both relatively small. The second one
includes such lemmas as vaccination, vaccine, weapon, and truth. The topic of vaccination was
widely present in the Ukrainian news. Therefore, the cluster points to the presence of
vaccination discussion in society. The RUSSIA cluster contains few lemmas referring to Russia
and Russians, including 'kacap,' ' kacaps' kyj,' 'moskovs' kyj" with ' kazap' being an example of
negative stereotyping against ethnic groups.
Lemmas such as 'vlada' (government), 'zelenyj' (the green),' zebobiky' (rude way of
referring to the government), ' koronavirus' (coronavirus), ' naselennja' (population) represent
the WORLD cluster. In the Ukrainian media space, ' the green' is being used in connection to the
current government due to the literal interpretation of the president's surname. Other lemmas
present in the cluster include China, the Chinese, and contagion, which shows that the Chinese
population also became the target of hate speech. 'Namordnyk' (muzzle), the insulting way of
referring to the face mask, was also found in this cluster.
The UKRAINE cluster is, similarly to the first one, focusing on the Ukrainian situation in
particular. It mentions Ukraine, Ukrainian, country, population, territory, and local. It also
contains many vulgar words such 'zebil,' 'douche' and 'Idiot.' The majority of lemmas found in
the hate speech comments were targeting the Ukrainian community, especially government
supporters, including mentions of other countries and ethnic groups such as the Russian and
Chinese populations.
Clustering of the Russian comments from Censor.net achieved the best Silhouette score
performance regarding density and separation of the clusters.
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FIGURE 6. 2-D REPRESENTATION OF THE RUSSIAN CLUSTERS ON CENSOR.NET

The vector representation of lemmas in the first (bright green cluster) is the densest and closest
to each other, whereas the fifth (yellow one) cluster displays some outlier positions.

Cluster
LIFE

INNER Cluster RUSSIA

Cluster
INTERNATION
AL

Cluster
NEIGHBORS

Cluster 73%

cerkov'

virus

73%

lox

73%

umnyj

zelenskyj

baranovirus

pandemija

polnyj

umeret'

maska

kitaj

pol' ša

ploxoj

ukrainskij

period

vakcinirovat'

smertnost'

ostal' noj

tupoj

pravo

vozdux

rumynija

nedelja

stepanov

real' nyj

vrač

zakryt'

naselenie

resul' tat

rost

granica

granica

million

problema

rf

evropa

kovid

porjadok

rynok

zabolet'

zebuin

porošenko

test

italija

zebil
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loxdaun

ukraina

idiot

ze

lečit'

sputnik

karantin

zarplata

korona

putin

kiev

zarazit'

zelenyj

raška

kitaez

debil

žyd

pokupat'

koronavirus

verit'

namordnik

vakcyna

privesti

baran

kitajskij

president

TABLE 7. TRANSLITERATED RUSSIAN CLUSTERS FROM CENSOR.NET

The INNER LIFE cluster includes mostly terms not related to the COVID-19 topic, even though
it mentions coronavirus and 'lohdown.' It also mentions Stepanow, current health minister of
Ukraine, and Poroshenko, the former president. The cluster includes an ethnic anti-sionist slur
'žyd.'
The RUSSIA cluster contains such lemmas as ' rf' (Russian Federation), ' Sputnik'
(Russian vaccine), 'putin,' ' raška' (mixture of the English word Russia and Ukrainian suffix -kto mark belittlement and disdain), ' virus' (virus) and 'zelenskyj.' The cluster centers around the
suggestion of the Ukrainian president to purchase the Russian vaccine.
The INTERNATIONAL cluster contains mentions of China, Europe, and Italy, which
were all coronavirus hotspots. It also mentions vaccinations ('varkcinirovat') and quarantine
('karantin'). It contains insulting referrals to coronavirus as 'baranovirus' (goat virus), which
was also present in the Ukrainian clusters, and ethnical slurs such as 'kitaez' (insulting way to
say Chinese).
The NEIGHBORS cluster includes mentions of the neighboring countries on the western
border, including ' pol' ša' (Poland) and 'rumynija' (Romania). The cluster talks about the
neighbors' experience in battling the pandemic, mentioning border ('granica') closures and
mortality rates.
Similarly to the Ukrainian comments, the supporters of the current president become one
of the main hate speech targets in the Russian comments on Censor.net. The group referral to
his voters is ' 73%', ' zebily' (formed through the fusion of 'Zelenskyj' and 'debil,' douche/idiot), '
zebujiny' (created through the fusion of ' Zelenski' and 'babujin,' baboon). The cluster includes
lemmas for population, millions, and the president.
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3.7 Korrespondent.net Clusters
There were only 11 thousand sentences written in Ukrainian on Korrespondent.net. Therefore,
the sample of hate speech comments is relatively small but performs well, keeping in mind its
Silhouette (0.52) scores.

FIGURE 7. 2-D REPRESENTATION OF THE UKRAINIAN CLUSTERS FROM KORRESPONDENT.NET

As shown in the visualisation, the three clusters (green, dark blue, and dark violet) are located
very closely to each other and are overlapping, which could be due to the small size of the data
set. In contrast, vector representation of the light blue cluster hints at some anomalies at its
representation as two of the data points are not connected to the other vectors.

Cluster
CONFLICT

Cluster CRIMEA Cluster
PRO- Cluster RUSSIA
RUSSIAN

Cluster 73%

svynja

ukrajinec'

73%

73%

73%

ukrajina

haz

banjat

dohnuty

dohnyty

prypynennja

terytorija

rjus' kyj

zebabujin

potribnyj

krym

lapti

janukovyč

zebily

luhandony

rubl'

dykun

ameryka

zebujin

luhandon

srsr

pravda

zahnyvaty

šarovaryj
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loxdaun

transportuvannja krajina

luhanda

vakcyna

lapta

vatan

nezabarom

vatka

pohano

kyzjak

raška

morh

rašnjavyty

nafta

rosija

putin

staty

TABLE 8. TRANSLITERATED UKRAINIAN CLUSTERS FROM KORRESPONDENT.NET

'Luhandon,' 'Luhanda' and ' Luhandony' are all highly abusive ethnic slurs created as a fusion
of Luhansk, the eastern Ukrainian territory, and colloquial lemma for a condom ('Handon').
Other lemmas from the cluster, such as 'svynja' (pig) and Ukraine, make it possible to assume
that the population of the Luhansk region has become a hate speech target.
The CRIMEA cluster does not contain any lemmas with a negative sentiment. It includes
such words as 'krym' (Crimea), ' srsr,' ' terrytorija' (territory), 'rubl' (ruble). Presumably, the
cluster revolves around the problematic situation around Crimea's separation from Ukraine.
Lemmas like ' Vatan' and 'vatka' possessed highly negative connotations and appeared
in the Ukrainian media space around 2013th. Currently, the concept is being used to refer to the
Ukrainian or Russian citizens who are actively supporting Russian politics and ideology.
Together with 'lapta' (ethnic slur calling Russians after the name of their traditional shoes) and
'banjat' (ban), the modern Internet slang concentrated in the TROLLS cluster. The 73% cluster
includes abusive names used to call the current president's supporters, such as 'zebily,' ' 73%,'
'zebujiny,' and 'zebabujiny.'
The distribution of the Russian Korrespondent.net clusters on a vector space displays
some similarities with the Russian comments from Censor.net and Ukrainian comments from
Korrespondent.net. The light blue cluster is the most loosely distributed on the vector space,
with the other clusters having some connected data points.
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FIGURE 8. 2-D REPRESENTATION OF THE RUSSIAN CLUSTERS FROM KORRESPONDENT.NET

The light blue vectors are further away from each other than the vectors from the other four
clusters.
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paraška

prijti

urod

luhandon

ljuboj

pasport

podderžat'

koronavirus

medik

pozor

naved

informacija

rossijskij

kitaez

rossijanin

italija

svin' ja

bystro

sraka

bandery

krysa
putinskij

TABLE 9. TRANSLITERATED RUSSIAN CLUSTERS FROM KORRESPONDENT.NET

Like in the other three groups of comments reviewed, the 73% cluster was present in the
Russian hate speech comments from Korrespondent.net. The cluster includes such lemmas as
'zebil' and '73%', which links it to the 73% voters group, 'pasport,' 'price' (passport), 'informacija'
(information), and 'ukrainec' (Ukrainian). The cluster also contains vaccination-related lemmas.
The Russian comments from Korrespondent.net are the only part of the research data,
which allows for the clear identification of the CHINA cluster with lemmas like 'kitaj' ( China),
'kitaec' (Chinese), 'čajniz' (derogatory use of transliterated English word Chinese ), 'legkie'
(lungs) and 'ukraina' (Ukraine). Many hate speech comments here focused on targeting the
Chinese population in the context of coronavirus spread.
The VIRUS cluster is the smallest one and consists of such lemmas as 'virus' (virus),
'bol'noj' (seak), 'zabolet" (get seak), 'granica' (border), and 'gonkong' (hong kong). A single
lemma 'hong kong' is not enough to suppose a group reference to the Hong Kong population in
the cluster.
The PRO-RUSSIAN cluster in the Russian comments, similarly to the Ukrainian
comments, targets people referred to as 'vatan' or 'vatnik,' who are avid supporters of the
Russian regime. The cluster here also includes 'kreml' (Kremlin) and 'donbass' (shortening for
Doneck basin, the pro-Russian Ukrainian region), also referred to through the ethnic slur
'Luhandon.' The cluster contains lemmas with relatively neutral connotations like 'rossija'
(Russia), 'rossijanin' (Russian), 'Putin,' but also 'paraška' (which is an abusive derogatory way of
referring to Russia through merging country name with the jargon word for the toilet).
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With words like 'ukra' (a disdaining shortening for Ukrainians), 'xyxl,' and 'xoxol' (ethnic
slurs referring to Ukrainians), combines the PRO-UKRAINIAN cluster hate speech comments
targeted at the Ukrainian population. The cluster contains lemmas such as 'ukronazik'
(compound word for Ukrainian nazis) and 'bandery' (proper name derivative stemming from
the leader of the Ukrainian rebel army). Therefore, the PRO-UKRAINIAN cluster targets the
opposite group than the PRO-RUSSIAN cluster.
4. DISCUSSION
The hate speech rate in the comments is dynamic and grows in response to socially challenging
situations. Figure 2 shows that at the beginning of the pandemic, the rate of hate speech was
already at its peak. It corresponds with the general tendency, which can be due to 'the virus
spreading at accelerated speed within China and beyond' (Stechemesser, Wenz and Levermann
2020, n.a.). In February 2020, the percentage of COVID-19 related hate speech started decreasing
due to China's imposing strict quarantine rules but peaked again with the further spread of
cases around the globe.
Figure 2 reflects the upward tendency of hate speech rate for both Censor.net and
Korrespondent.net between April to May 2021. In Ukraine, in this period, the government
imposed the first restrictions, and the number of daily cases started snowballing. Due to the
loosening of regulations and switching to the 'adaptive quarantine model,' the hate speech rates
for both languages and sources reached their absolute lowest in June 2020.
The hate speech percentage starts growing for all the sources in the autumn months.
Even though the 'adaptive quarantine' model had not been officially lifted, it did not cause
many restrictions on Ukrainian social life. However, in November 2020, the government
introduced 'the weekend lockdown,' which required closing all the entertainment facilities over
the weekend. It brought much disagreement in society, which is reflected in the growing hate
speech rate.
Hate speech in the comments was relatively high in December 2020 since the virus was
easier to spread in the closed indoor room, where people tend to gather more in winter.
Another possible reason for the hike in hate speech in the winter months might be the delayed
vaccination or implementation of restrictions to prevent growing infection numbers.
The rate of hate speech in the comments peaked again in April 2020, which complies
with the time of the last phase of restrictions in Ukraine. Kyiv, for example, was required to
entirely close restaurants, shopping malls, fitness studios, and other entertainment facilities and
restrict the use of public transportation. It could have contributed to the spike of hate speech in
the comments.
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FIGURE 9. SOURCE-BASED AND LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE-BASED COMPARISON OF THE HATE SPEECH DYNAMICS

Hate speech appears to be more dependent on the website than on the language. Comments in
the Russian language have similar dynamics between April-July 2020 and November 2020January 2021, whereas the development of hate speech comments in the Ukrainian language
has no evident crossing points.
Hate speech targets during the pandemic had both internal and external sources. The
spread of the virus created many social, financial, and political challenges in Ukraine. The
growing disagreement with the current politics of the government and its ability to solve the
arising challenges resulted in negative stereotyping of a specific social group, namely the
electorate of the current president. The so-called 73% cluster was present
sent in all the four parts of
hate speech comments analysed
analysed. Hate speech targeted at this group frequently was expressed
in the form of dehumanisation through insulting comparisons of the group to baboons and
goats and insults. There were also cases of abuses against human dignity by questioning the
intellectual capacities of the group members, frequently referred to as “zebily”.
Hate speech against the Russian population was present around all the comment groups.
Anti-Russian sentiment has been dominant in the Ukrainian media as a part of information
conflict for the hegemony in the Ukrainian media space (Isakova 2016). Russian citizens as well
as Ukrainian migrants from Donetsk and Luhansk represent the leading target of hate speech in
Ukraine (Isakova 2016). Korrespondent.net included in the cluster the Russians as the ethnic
community and people, who might as well be Ukrainian, who are avid supporters of Russian
politics and ideology. Hate speech is expressed through:
●

abusive ethnic slurs like 'moskal' or 'kacap,'

●

insults of human dignity ('Luhandon,' 'paraška' )
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● dehumanization (comparison to pigs and rats)
The Russian vaccine, 'Sputnik V,' is also frequently mentioned in hate speech comments. Given
the widespread anti-Russian sentiment, it is likely that the negative stereotyping effect of hate
speech influenced attitudes towards the Russian vaccine.
Whereas Censor.net hate speech clusters targeted such external groups as the
neighbouring countries, China or the European Union, the hate speech of Korrespondent.net is
more intrinsically focused. For example, Ukrainian hate speech comments of Korrespondent.net
centred around the conflict in the East of Ukraine and Crimea. Hate speech against the
population of Donetsk and Luhansk region insults human dignity through abusive references
like 'Luhandon.' Naming the area 'Luhanda' hints at negative stereotyping not only against the
region but also against an African country Uganda as the derogatory merge of ' Luhansk' and '
Uganda' is supposed to hint at the low level of economic and social development in the area.
Only the Russian comments from Korrespondent.net contained an anti-Ukrainian
sentiment. This cluster of hate speech arises as a counterargument to the anti-Russian hate
speech and is represented through ethnic slurs ('xoxol,' 'ukra') and negative stereotyping
('ukronazyk,' 'bandery').
As COVID-19 was spreading from China to other countries worldwide and came from
the European countries to Ukraine, hate speech obtains external vectors. Stechemesser, Wenz
and Levermann (2020) prove the growing anti-Chinese and anti-Asian sentiment due to the
virus's origins. Both Russian and Ukrainian hate speech comments from Censor.net and
Russian comments from Korrespondent.net are targeting the Chinese population and blaming it
for causing the virus. INTERNATIONAL, CHINA, and WORLD clusters contain ethnic slurs
like 'kitaez' or ' čainiz.' Hate speech explicitly targeted the Chinese population without
generalising it into anti-Asian sentiment. Hate speech comments also contained mentions of
other foreign countries like Poland or Romania.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Hate speech rate started at its peak with the first mentions of the COVID-19 and continued to be
dynamic throughout the pandemic. It starts growing along with the introduction of the new
restriction measures, but displays a downward trend during the loosening of restrictions or
decreasing of infection rate. The hate speech rate does not fully coincide between languages and
sources, but appears to be more source-dependent than language-dependent. Thus, for
example, hate speech comments from Korrespondent.net peaked at similar times in both
Ukrainian and Russian subgroups.
Hate speech on Ukrainian news websites strengthens existing negative stereotypes and
gives rise to new forms of harmful stigmatisation (Cotik et al. 2020). The major target of hate
speech is not COVID-related, but can be strengthened through it. Reflecting growing
disagreement with the government, hate speech comments target the group of Ukrainians, who
voted for and supported the current president. The aforementioned anti-Russian and antiUkrainian clusters as well as hate speech against Doneck and Luhansk populations are not new
to the Ukrainian media space (Isakova 2016; Postic 2018) and have not explicitly emerged in
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response to the news about COVID-19. The spread of the virus resulted in the emergence of the
new targets of hate speech in the comments under analysis.
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